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ABOUT THIS BOOK
This Concise Introduction to Microsoft Works for Windows was

written to help the beginner. The material

in

the book is

presented on the 'what you need to know first, appears first'
basis. However the underlying structure is such that you don't
have to start at the beginning and go right through to the end.
The more experienced user can start from any section, as the
sections have been designed to be self contained. The book
does

not,

however,

describe

the workings

of

Microsoft

Windows, or of MS-DOS, or how to set up your computer
hardware. If you need to know more about these, then may we

suggest that you also refer to the books A Concise User's
Guide to Windows 3.1 (BP325), A Concise User's Guide to
MS-DOS 5 (BP318), or MS-DOS 6 Explained (BP341), which
are also published by BERNARD BABANI (publishing) Ltd.

Microsoft Works for Windows is an integrated package
containing three major types of applications; word processing
with drawing, spreadsheet with graphing, and database
management with reporting. The program is operated by
selecting commands from menus, the keyboard, or by clicking
Toolbar icons with a mouse. Each method of accessing the
package is discussed fully and a complete listing of keyboard
shortcuts is included in an Appendix. Using a mouse is not
absolutely mandatory, but we cannot imagine many people
using Windows without one, and its use certainly increases
productivity.
The power and versatility of Works for Windows is evident in
its integration which allows data from any module to be quickly

and easily transferred into any of the other modules. The
package is a powerful one, offering many commands, and
functions, including a spell checker and a thesaurus. It is
possible to use Lotus 1-2-3 (Version 1 and 2) files in Works,
and a Works spreadsheet in 1-2-3 without any file conversions.
This book is intended as a supplement to the documentation

that comes with the package. It provides the new user with a
set of examples that aim to help with the learning of the most
commonly used features of the package, and also provide the

confidence needed to tackle some of the more advanced
features of the package later.
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1. PACKAGE OVERVIEW
Microsoft Works for Windows is an easy to use, integrated
package, which incorporates three modules; word processing,
spreadsheet with graphics, and database, all of which are
downward compatible with earlier DOS versions. The package,

its name would suggest, operates inside the graphic
interface provided by Microsoft Windows. It comes with full
as

documentation and with WorksWizards. Do not let the name put
you off WorksWizards, they simplify several common
procedures by stepping you through semi -automated routines.

Installing Works

Microsoft Works for Windows can be installed on any IBM

compatible PC that has a working copy of Microsoft Windows
(preferably Version 3.1, or later) already installed. It needs

about 5.6MB of hard disc space for a

full installation. If

necessary you could reduce this considerably, in the future, by
dispensing with the tutorial and example files. The procedure
takes about half an hour and is very easy, involving transferring

the working files from the seven floppy system discs to your
hard disc and uncompressing them.

To carry out the installation start Windows in the usual way
and insert the Works Setup disc (No. 1) in your drive A:. From
the Windows Program Manager screen, activate the File menu,
by clicking your mouse on File, click on Run and type

A:setup
in the Command Line box that is opened. Pressing the <Enter>
key will produce an opening Welcome Screen with options to
Cancel Setup or to continue. Click on the Continue
button, or press the 'C' key (you can action most commands in

two ways, either by clicking with the left mouse button, or by
pressing the highlighted letter key. Throughout this book the
highlighted letter will be shown underlined).

If you are installing from the system discs for the first time,
you will be asked for details of your name and company. This
information is stored on the first Setup disc and a further
installation from the same discs will produce the following fairly
strong copyright warning message.
1

Microsoft Works Setup

I he ',atop litrapaia hat

uyell by

detected 'hal nut disk let has alteady been
Phil I /live;

It it acceptable lot the legal
to tetntlall Ito. pcncluct in (Adel to
update An endo' copy a. topanel
replace A COImpled
pimp an

rn nos prig veisrin ot the

You can continue to natal
not punkict a ginitected by thts ',Induct. but two should bl: gtOdle that
copynght law and internalional beatien

lb-taut/mitred tepiextuchon
a dottibution ol this plogiaai any p.1111.11
ol A may rezult n iterate civil
and canna/ penalties and will he
plosecuted to the mammon.
extent undei law

Select Continue and you are given
or manual installation. If you are at allthe choice of an automatic
in doubt here, choose the
default and let Setup select the
best
Selecting Complete Installation will options for your system.
accept the destination
directory C:\MSWORKS for the
program,
but if you
install it elsewhere
choose a Custom Installation. prefer to
If there is
not enough space on your C:
drive
you
will
Le
automatically
pushed into a Custom Installation.
Choose between British or American,
on the next screen. This
determines the dictionaries that will
be
used
for spell checking
and with the Thesaurus.

At this stage, if you have
a slow PC, the whole operation
seems to grind to a halt. Up to
a minute goes by with no
apparent action, but

whatever you do, be patient and
,eave your
keyboard alone. We hung
our machine the first time round, so
be warned. Eventually the file
the bottom window frame will copying procedure will start and
keep you informed about what is
happening. When required, you will
be asked to place. the next
disc into the A: drive; a total of
seven in all.
When the tedious operation is complete
you should see the
Installation Complete box shown
on the next page. This gives
you the options to

Return to Windows or to Run Works.
2

Installation Complete
The installation of Microsoft Works is complete.

When you run Works you can choose to see an introduction
to Works, or you can qo directly to work w th the product
Choose Return to Windows to (Mum to Wrndows Choose
Run Watts to rail using Works now

Run Works

Return to Vomitus!,

Having spent the last 30 to 40 minutes feeding discs into your
drive and waiting patiently, we are sure you will choose the
latter option, which produces the following screen.
Microsoft Works
Elle

OpUons

Help

Welcome to Microsoft Works
I or a graded tow of Microroll Works
and what sou can do worth Work. chck
rho button or press I

Guided low al Waits 1

I n start mop Works now. tick it..

aStan Sfork Now

button or press W

When eon no larger want Works to
sled nth Iles welcome screen chek
this button or press S the guided lour
and other mlosaralson can away. be

Skip Welcome Sweep

accessed IMO. the Help menu

pick on e button or revs en underlined letter.

You have 3 buttons to choose from. We suggest you first press

the 'S' key to Skip Welcome Screen (or click on it with the
mouse). Otherwise you will get this screen every time you start
up the program. Now might be a good time to take a Guided

Tour of Works, or if you prefer, click the middle button, or
press 'W', to start Works for the first time. This opens the
Startup box shown on the next page.
3

am

Wood

Startup

Noce:sot

Spleadsheet

Database

WeiksWiza ds

Dime Existing File

r-

Cancel

Help

As we will spend the rest of the book working
our way through
these options, select the Cancel button
now, then click on the
File menu option and select Exit Works to
take a break and
leave the program.

Starting Works
To start Works for Windows from DOS,
assum ng that you have
followed all the manufacturer's
instructions relating to the

installation of the software, change to the subdirectory
into
which the package's files were placed,
C:\MSWORKS
by
default, and type msworks. This procedure
will first open

Microsoft Windows and then open Works for
Windows.
I

Microsoft SolutionSeries

It is more usual, 9owever, to

11131

start the program from the
Window's Program Manager,
by double choking on the icon
shown here. This was placed
in the 'Microsoft
Solution

Series' window by the initial
installation p-ocedure.

The Startup Screen:
The Startup box, as shown at the top of
Ire page, will be
opened again. This is the normal opening
screen
of Works for
Windows.

The Word Processor button has a dotted
square box around
the icon, indicating that this is the default option,
activated if the <Enter> key is pressed. Pressing wnich will be
the <Tab> key
will move this 'default marker' from button to
button It is much
easier, though, to click on it with the mouse.
These options allow you to open a new file in
one of Work's 3
tools. to Open an Existing File and go straight
away to the
4

Works tool that uses that file type, or the WorksWizards option
offers you a choice of semi -automated procedures to carry out.
Help describes the operation of the Startup box in more detail.
We suggest you experiment with these options later and at
the moment simply press the <Esc> key, or select Cancel, to
obtain the basic, or common, menu screen, shown below.

The main Works menu, shown here, has the item 'File' in the

main menu highlighted and with

its

pull -down sub -menu

displayed underneath. The pull -down sub -menus associated

with the other two items of the main rrenu can b3 seen by
pressing the right arrow Key. Pressing the <Esc> key clears the
sub -menus.

The Main Menu:
As we have seen, each main menu option has associatec with
it a pull -down sub -menu. To activate the main menu, either
press the <Alt> key, which causes the first letter of each item of
the main menu to be displayed in bold, and the first item of the
menu (in this case File) to be highlighted, then use the right
and left arrow keys to highlight any of The items in the main
menu, or use the mouse to point to an item. Pressing either the
<Enter> key, or the left mouse button, reveals the pull -down
sub -menu of the highlighted menu item.
Main menu options can also be activated directly by pressing

the <Alt> key followed by the first letter of the required option.
Thus pressing <Alt+O>, causes the one item pull -down
sub -menu of the 'Options' to be displayed. You can use the up
and down arrow keys to move the highlichted bar up and down
a sub -menu, or the right and left arrow keys to move alorg the
options of the main menu. As each option is highligWed, a short
description of the function of the relevant option or command
appears in the status line at the bottom of the screen. Pressing
5

the <Enter> key selects the highlighted option, or executes the
highlighted command. Pressing the <Esc> key closes the menu

system and returns you to the main menu. Selection of a
sub -menu item can also be achieved by either typing the
emboldened letter of the required command, or using the
mouse to point to the required command and pressing the left
mouse button.
If you use a mouse, you can select an item from the main
menu by pointing to it and pressing the left mouse button; then,
while the button is depressed, drag the MOUSE downwards on
top of the revealed sub -menu which highlights each sub -menu

item as you pass over it. Once the required item has been
highlighted, release the mouse button to select it.

The Main Menu Options:
Each item of the main menu offers the following options:
File: Produces a pull -down menu,

as shown, of mainly file related
tasks, such as creating a new file,
opening an existing file from disc
and displaying it on screen,
closing a file, saving a file to disc,
saving workspace and exiting

File

Options Help
Create New File...

Open txisting File...

Save Workspace
Elsit Works

Works.

Options:
This menu is most
unusual in that it only has one
item that defines the settings for
Works.

Help: Activates the help window,
gives
a
package
displays the help

overview,
index,
a

keyboard template, offers advice
on how to use either help, or the
Works package, and gives access
to the Works tutorial.

Help

Works overview
Index

Cask Skills
Keyboard Shortcuts
ijow to Use Help

Iutorial

Shilt.11

About Microsoft Works...

Note that some sub -menu options, such as the Save, Save As
and Close options, appear in fainter writing than, say. the Open
6

Existing File option. This means that you cannot access them.
In this particular instance you cannot save work you have not
created yet, or close a file that has not been opened.

Help Screens:
Works has context -sensitive help screens which explain the use

of the items in the va-ious menus, or commands, you are
attempting to use. Thus, to obtain help information on the use
of any of the options offered under File, as shown below, first
choose the File command, then use the down arrow key to
highlight the desired task from the pull -down sub -menu, and
then press the Fl function key.
Help - MSWORKS.HI P

rile

f dot

Bookmark

Contents t 2omich

Book

tjelp
1

NuSerf

St

1

4>

Save Workspace command (File menu)
'.eves the arrangement of open documents minimized documents and the size of all il);irmunt windows
so that the same documents we available the next time you start Works When you rester Works. the
same documents we open or minimized Each document window is in the same position as when you
saved the rspace

To save your workspace
II From the File menu choose Save Workspace

Whet it
You no longer want to automatically display the workspace?
From the Options menu. choose Works Settings and clew the Use Saved Workspace check b 3x

See also
llosing a eoLornent

Dialogue Boxes:
Three periods after a sub -menu option or command, means
that a dialogue box will open when the option or command is
selected. A dialogue box is used for the insertion of add tional
information, such as the name of a file ur der which to save your
current work.
To illustrate this, select the Options, Works Setting
command which will display the dialogue box shown at the top
of the next page.
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file
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Microsoft Works
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Cancel
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lido
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10
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14
16
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At this stage do not try to open the lower box, as this screen
has been made up to demonstrate some points below.

When a dialogue box opens, the <Tab> and <Shift+Tab>
keys can be used to move the cursor from one field to another
in a clockwise or anti -clockwise direction, respectively. Once in
the selected field, the up and down arrow keys can be used to

select different options. The <Enter> key is only used to
indicate that the options within the various fields within the
dialogue box are specified correctly.
Every dialogue box contains one field which is enclosed in a
dotted rectangle (use saved workspace, in the above

example). This field indicates the action that Works will take if
the <Enter> key is pressed. Pressing the <Esc> key, aborts the
dialogue box and menu option and returns you to the main
menu.

With a mouse, to select any item within any field, simply point
to it and click the left mouse button. To confirm your selections,
click on the OK button. Clicking the Cancel button, aborts the

dialogue box and menu option and returns you to the main
menu.

There are five types of field boxes in a dialogue box; 'List',
'Option', 'Check', 'Text' and 'Command buttons'. Referring to the
8

previous display on Font & Style, both Font and Size are
examples of 'List' boxes. An item can be selected either by
using the up and down arrow keys, or by pointing and clicking
at it with the mouse. If there are more options than fit the box,
either use the down arrow key, or click the down scroll arrow,on
the right of the 'List' box, to see the next available option.
'Units' in the Works Settings display, is an example of an
'Option' box. A dot enclosed in parentheses against an option
signifies that the particular option is selected. Only cne option
can be selected at a time To change the selected opt on, either
press the emboldened letter of the option you want to select, or
point to it with the mouse and click.
In a check box the options can either be 'on' (marked with an
'X' within square brackets) or 'off. You can select more than
one option in a check box, for example you might want to select

both the options in the When starting Works check box
shown.

A 'Text' box, is a box into which you can either type new
information or change what is there by editing it. To change the
selected option, either press the emboldened letter of the option
you want to select, or point to it with the mouse and click.
You press a 'Command button' to execute a certain

command, such as the OK button in the Works Settings
Command buttons in Works for Windows are
rectangular and a preselected button is shown edged with a
dotted box. Most dialogue boxes have the three command
buttons; OK, Help and Cancel. To select a command button,
either use the <Tab> key to highlight it and press <Enter>, or
display.

point to it with the mouse and click.

The Works Screen:
It is perhaps worth spending some time looking at the various
parts that make up the Works for Windows screen. To illustrate
our discussion, use the File, Create New File command if you
are within Works. If not, start the program and select

Spreadsheet from the Startup box by pressing 'S', or by
clicking its button with your mouse. Note that the screen

window produced now displays a new list of menu names at the
top, a Toolbar with a list of pictorial command options below, a

window title (SHEET1.WKS, in this case) below this, and an

9

Application Control Meiu Box
I
File Control Menu Sox
Menu 'tar
Elle

Edit

Select

Formal

Fmt 1:3=0:1=

Restore Buttons\
Toolbar

Tr bar
Options

charts

Minimize Button
Window

rip
%

2iM1111111E

MEE NMI EINDIEBINEENI

U

NMI

Selected cell

Ve

-

1E11
IICIE

KEE
11111

KEE
KEE
KEE

KEll

KBE
KEE Horizontal split bar

ROIHorizontal
scroll bar
wirm
rim

Horizontal scroll box

--r

Press ALT to choose commends or F2 to edit

\s.

L

I

I

Status bar

empty worksheet with numbered rows and lettered columns, as
shown above.
Works follows the usual Microsoft Windows conventions and
if you are familiar with these you can skip through this section
Otherwise a few minutes might be well spent here.

The window, as shown, takes up the full screen area
available. If you click on the application
restore button, the top
one of the two restore buttons at the top right of the screen, you

can make Works show in a smaller window. This can be useful
when you are running several applications at the sane time and
you want to transfer between them with the mouse. Although
multiple worksheet, database and document files can be
displayed simultaneously in their own windows, you can only
enter data into tie active window (highlighted at the top). Title
bars of non active windows appear a lighter shade than that of
the active one.
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The Works for Windows screen is divided into several areas
which have the following functions. These are described f -orri
the top of the screen down, working from left to right.

Area
Control boxes

Function
Clicking on the top control menu box,
wh ch is located in the upper left corner
of the window, displays the pull -down
Control menu which can be used to control the program window.

Title bar

It

includes

commands for re -sizing, moving, maximising, minimising, switching to another
task and closing the window. The lower
menu box controls the current document
wirdow in the same manner.
The bar at the top of a window which displays the application name and
name of the current document.

Minimise box

the

The button you poin: to and click to store
an application as an icon (sma I symbol)
at the bottom of the screen. Double c icking on such an icon will restore the

screen and even maintain the cursor
position.

Restore buttons

When clicked on, these buttors restore
the active window to the position and
size occupied before being ma>imised or
minimised. The restore button is then re-

placed by a Maximise button, wits a
single up -pointing arrow, whici car be
Menu bar

used to set the window to its former size.
The bar below the title bar which allows
you to choose from several menu options. The names of the main menu commands might be different when using a
different tool. To display a sub -menu,
click on the name or press <Alt> followed
by the emboldened letter.

Toolbar

Displays a set of icons for each tool,
which can be clicked on to quickly carry
out commands or functions.
11

Scroll bars

The areas on the screen (extreme right
and bottom of each window) that contain
scroll boxes in vertical and horizontal
bars. Clicking on these bars allows you
to control the part of a document which

Scroll arrows

The arrowheads at each end of each

is visible on the screen.

Status bar

scroll bar at which you can click to scroll
the screen up and down one line, or left
and right 10% of the screen, at a time.
The bottom line of the screen that displays the current program status and information regarding the present process.

Manipulating Windows
Works allows the display of multiple sets of data within a given
application tool, or several windows encompassing files from
different application tools, each within its own window.
At some stage, you will almost certainly need to manipulate
these windows, by selecting which is to be the act ve window,
moving them sc that you can see all the relevant parts of an
application, re -sizing them, or indeed closing unwanted
windows once you have finished with them. A short discussion
follows on how to manipulate windows so that you can get the
best of what Works for Windows can provide.
In order to illustrate our discussion, use the File, Create New
File command three successive times and choose, in turn, a
different tool option from those displayed in the dialogue box.
As each selection is made, a new, titled, window is displayed,
with new windows being placed on top of any existing ones, as
shown on the facing page.
If you create a certain type of window file using the same tool

more than once, this

is reflected in the number appearing
immediately after the default name of that particular window.
You should save your work using different names from these
default ones (with each name no more than 8 characters long).
The three letter file extensions are added by Works for
Windows and are always the same for each tool as the ones
displayed. Note that the active window has a highlighted title
bar, while the non active title bars are white.
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The filename extensions of the three application tools are:

Extension

Tool

WPS
WKS
WDB

Works Word Processor
Works Spreadsheet
Works Database

Changing the Active Window:
You can select the active window, from amongst those
displayed on the screen, by pointing to any part Df it, and
clicking the mouse button, or by selecting the Window
command of the main menu and selecting the approplate
number of the window you want to make the active one.

Closing a Window:
Works itself, or any tool window (provided it is the active
window), can be closed at any time, maybe to save screen
space and memory. To close the DATA1 window, make it the
active window and either double click on the File Cortrol Menu
Box (the large hyphen in the upper -left corner of the window, or
press <Alt-i- -> and select 'C' for Close from the Control meru,or
use the File, Close command.
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If you have made any changes to a file in a window since
the
last time you saved it, Works for Windows will warn you with the
appearance of a dialogue box giving you the option to save the
file before closing it.

Moving Windows and Dialogue Boxes:
When you have multiple windows or dialogue boxes on the
screen, you might want to move a particular cne to a different
part of the screen. This can be achieved with either the
mouse
or the keyboard, but not if the window occupies the full screen,

for obvious reasons.
To move a window, or a dialogue box, with the mouse, point

to the title bar and drag it (press the left button and keep it
pressed while moving the mouse) until the shadow border is

where you want it to be. Then release the mouse button to fix it
into its new position.
To move with the keyboard, press <Alt+Spacebar> to reveal
the Application Control Menu, or
<Alt+-> to reveal the
Document Control menu. Then, press 'M', to select Move,
which causes a four -headed arrow to appear in the title bar and
use the arrow keys to move the shadow border of the window to
the required place. Press <Enter> to fix the window to its new
position, or <Esc> to cancel the relocation.

Sizing a Window:
You can change the size of a window with either the mouse or
the keyboard. To size an active window with the mouse, move
the window so that the side you want to change is visible, then
move the mouse pointer to the edge of the window or corner,
so that it changes to a two -headed arrow, then drag the
two -headed arrow in the direction you want that side or corner
to move. Continue dragging until the shadow border is the size

you require, then release the mouse button.
To size with the keyboard, press either <Alt+Spacebar> or
<Alt+-> to reveal the Application Control menu
or the
Document Control menu, then press 'S' to select Size, which
causes the four -headed arrow to appear. Now press the arrow

key that corresponds to the edge you want to move, or if a

corner, press the two arrow keys (one after
the other)
corresponding to the particular corner, which causes the pointer
to change to a two -headed arrow. Press an appropriate arrow
14

key in the direction you want that side or corner to move and

continue to do so until the shadow border is the size you
require, then press <Enter> to fix the new window size

Minimising and Maximising Windows:
Works for Windows can be minimised into an icon at the bottom

of the screen; you may want to do this if you have another
Windows application running and need to change over to it.
This can be done by either using the mouse to click at the
'Minimise' button (the downward arrow in tie upper -right corner

of the window), or by pressing <Alt+Spacebar> or <Alt+-> to
reveal the Application Control menu or the Document Control
menu, and selecting 'n' for Minimise.
To maximise a window so that it fills the entire screen, either
click on the 'maximise' button (the upward arrow in the upper right corner of the window), or press <Alt+Spacebar> or <Alt+->

to display the Application Control menu or the Document
Control menu, and select 'x' for Maximise.
An application which has been minimised or maxinised can

be returned to its original size and position on the screen by
either double-clicking on its icon to expand it to a window, or
clicking on the double -headed button in the upper -right corner
of the maximised window to reduce it to its former size. With the

keyboard, press <Alt+Spacebar> to display the Application
Control menu, or <Alt+-> to display the Document Control
menu, and press 'R' for Restore.

Splitting a Window:
The windows of two Works application tools can be split, so that

you can see different parts of your work side by side in the
same window. You can split the word window horizontally and
the spreadsheet window both horizontally and vertically.

To split a window, move the
mouse pointer onto a split bar
(the
Split bar

bar

either

below

the

maximise arrow, or to the left of
the horizontal scroll arrow), drag

the new pointer shape to the
Mouse pointer

required position (as shown in
our example), and release the
mouse button. Otherwise you
15

could use the Window, Split command, then the arrow keys to
move the shadow split line to the required position and press
<Enter>.
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The figure above shows the word processor window split into
two areas and the spreadsheet window into four areas.

Viewing All Windows:
You can arrange to view all the windows currently on the screen

by using the Window, Tile command. Works automatically
arranges the windows on screen. Three windows are placed full
screen height and next to each other, while foLr are placed with
a quarter of the screen each. If you are exper menting with the

program as you go, watch how the mouse pointer changes
shape, depending on where it is and what it is doing

Managing Files
Works for Windows allows you to create, save, open, or
generally operate on files, by using the File command from
either the main menu of the package, or from the menu of any
of its tools. No matter from where the command is activated, the
pull -down sub -menu is the same, as was discussed under 'The
16

Main Menu Options' section, at the beginning of this chapter.
We have already discussed the use of the File, Create New
File command, the first. option of the sub -menu. Now we
introduce the rest of these commonly used commands.
Saving a File:
Once a document has been prepared, ender any of the tool
applications, you can save it by using the File, Save command.
The first time you use this command with, say, the word
processor. Works asks you in a dialogue box for a filename to
save under. With this tool, the default filename for the first
opened window is WORD1.WPS, as shown below.
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You can type a new name, say, MEMO (without the extension)
and press <Enter>, whici causes the typed filename to become

the new document title. Once a file has been saved,
subsequent use of the File, Save command, saves the file
automatically under the filename, directory and drive, first used
to save your work.
To change the drive or directory from its default, which might
be C:\MSWORKS to, say. AAMSWORKS, open the Drives drop
down list box, by clicking its arrow, and then click the 'a:'. Move
17

to the Directories box (press <Alt+D> with the keyboard), use

the arrow keys to highlight the required directory from the
displayed list and press <Enter>.

If you want to save an already saved file under a different

name, then use the File, Save As command. Works for
Windows again offers you, in the same dialogue box, the
original filename which you can change by typing a different
name, without an extension (the moment you start typing the
new name, the default name vanishes from The display). On
pressing <Enter>, the program adds automatically
appropriate extension for you and saves the file.

the

The Save File as Type box allows you to save the file in any
of the formats listed. You would select 'Wordperfect 5.1', for
instance, if you wanted to use the file later in that package.

Retrieving a File:
To retrieve an already saved document from disc, use the File,

Open Existing File command. This will bring up the following
dialogue box:
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In this case the open directory is A:\MSWORKS and in the 'File
Name' box the file template name '*.wps' is displayed. This is
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because 'Works WP (*.wps)' has been selected in the List Files

of Type box. To select the MEMO.WPS file, either click at its
name, or press <Alt+N> to move into the File Name box,
highlight the required file and press <Enter>.

Using the Tutorials
Works comes with a set of comprehensive tutorials which can

be accessed from within the package (provided you have
installed them on the hard disc) by selecting the Help, Tutorial

command, or pressing the <Shift+F1> keys. Click the left
mouse button in the first screen if you want to learn to use the

program with a mouse, if not, press the 'K' key to get a
keyboard tutorial. The following very colourful display is
opened.

Although the contents cf the early tutorials can be simple, it is
worth spending some time on them to learn the language and

definitions associated with the various Works for Windows
applications. We leave it to you to explore further.
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Exiting Works
Whenever you are ready to leave the Works for Windows

package the procedure is the same whichever tool you are in.
You simply use the File, Exit Works command. If all the open
files have been saved, you will be returned immediately
to the
Windows Program Manager. If not you will be given the option
to save them, before they are lost forever.

The Windows Control Panel

The Control Panel provides a quick and easy way to change the
hardware and software settings of your system. For the sake
of
completeness we describe its use at this point.

o
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Date/Time 386 Enhanced

Drivers

Sound

TC:hetniges the Windows screen colors

Access to the Control Panel is made by double clicking
the
Control Panel icon in the Main group window of the Program
Manager. Selecting this option opens the above window from

which the various Control Panel functions can be
accessed.

Double-clicking at the Control Panel icons allows you to
change the display colours, change the display and printer
fonts, specify parameters for any serial ports installed
on your
system, change the settings of your mous3, change
the
appearance of your display, specify resource allocations when
running in 386 mode, install and
configure your printer(s),

specify international settings, such as the formatting cf
numbers
and dates, change the keyboard repeat rate,
cnange the date
and time of your system, and specify whether Windows
should
beep when it detects an error.
All of these features control the environment n which
Works
for Windows (and other Windows application packages)
operate
and you should become familiar with them.
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2. THE WORKS WORD PROCESSOR
Works for Windows comes equipped with a word processor
almost as powerful as most 'stand alone' versions. It has all the

normal editing features, including the abijty to insert, delete,
erase, search for, replace copy and move characters, lines and
whole blocks of text. As you would expect, it also allows yoJ to
enhance text and create bold, underlined, italic, strike -through,
superscript, subscript and other specially fcrmatted text.
Being an integrated package it is easy to embed part of a
spreadsheet into a document, carry out a mail merge, or send a

document to a distant computer using the communications
functions of the Windows 'shell'.

Word Processor Basics
To access the word processor select File, Create New File
from the opening menu bar, as described in the previous
chapter. Then select the Word Processor button by either
pressing the W key, or pressing <Enter>, as this is the
highlighted option. A screen similar to that shown below will
appear, with the file WORD1 opened for you.
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When you save your work later you should
rename this, or else
the file may be overwritten when WORD1.WPS
is next opened
automatically and saved again. If you open
more
than one new
file, at the same time, they will be
numbered
Word1,
Word2,
and so on.

The Word Processor Screen:
The top line of this screen gives the menu bar,

which with the
word processor, accesses the following sub
menus:
File

Edit

Eelect

Format

Qptions

Insert

Window

Help

As described in the 'Package Overview'
these are accessed
either with your
mouse, or by pressing the <Alt> key followed by
the highlighted letter.

The Toolbar occupies the second line down.
If you use a
mouse you will find this a big time saver,
once
you
get in the
habit of using it. If you prefer,
you can turn it off by activating
the Qptions, Show Toolbar command. This
is a toggle, when
the V' shows the Toolbar will display,
otherwise it will not. The
only advantage to be gained by not showing
it is you gain one
screen line.
To use the Toolbar you simply click the
options shown below, and the command mouse on one of the
text in the document that is highlighted. selected will affect all
Font [Imes New Ream

lEJEI

[311E11E1E1

I -l= Ea

The meanings of the Toolbar options are as follows:

Option
'Font 'Times New Roman 101

Result
Choose a font from available list.
Clicking the arrow (I) will open the
list of fonts.

Choose from available point sizes.
Clicking the arrow (i) will open the

II

list of sizes.

Embolden highlighted text.
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Make selected text italic
Underline text

Left align a paragraph

Centre align a paragraph
Right align a paragraph

Justify a paragraph, between the
left and right margins
Print output single spaced
Print Output double spaced
Turn spell checker on
Start thesaurus

ad

Print preview the current page
Print current document

The 'title bar' is the next line down. This slows the name of the
opened document, and if this bar is dragged with the mouse the
window can be moved around the screen.

Below the title bar is the ruler which appears as a scale
across the screen. This shows the length of lines, the left and
right margin positions and any tab or indent settings active in
the paragraph the cursor is in. The ruler can be toggled or and
off like the Toolbar, with the Options, Show Ruler command.
The bottom line of the screen is the status line which gives
you useful information on the operation being carried out, or a
description of the high ighted command. It also shows the
current document page, the total number of pages, and the
status of any keys that are currently locked.
The scroll bars, boxes and arrows described in the Package
Overview section also surround the work area which makes up
the remainder of the screen.
Whenever a Works word processing file is opened Three

marks always appear at the top left corner of tie screen

working area:
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ft

The page mark which identifies the
beginning of a
page.

The blinking vertical line is the cursor.
Any text
typed will be placed
at this position.

The end mark which identifies
the end

of

a
document. This mark cannot be erased
from
the
screen. All text, etc., must be placed above
it. The
mark can be forced down the
screen by pressing
<Enter> when the cursor is above it, which
inserts

blank lines.

Entering Text:
Before going any further enter the
something else if you prefer, to begin following memo text, or
to get tie feel of Works
word processing.
MM.
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. MEMO TO PC USERS

The microcomputers in the DP room are still
PS/2s (with 3.5" drives of 1.44 MB capacity),a mixture of IBM
both 3.5" and 5.25"
IBM ATs (with
high density drives of
capacity) and some older IBM XT compatibles,1.44 MB end 1.2 MB
which ere
connected to the
printers. As some of these only have 5.25"
drives of 360 KB
capacity, before printing a document from
them, it must be saved
on a 360 KB format disc.
The computer you are using will have at
least an BO MB hard
disc on which a number
of software programs have been
installed. To make life
easier these programs
separate directories on the
are installed in
disc. When the
computer is
switched on, the following
prompt is displayed:

C:\>

of

4,..='ress ALT to choose commands.

OAL___410
When a new file is opened it is
text. Any time you want to forceready for you to begin typing in
a new line, or paragraph, just
press <Enter>, otherwise the program will
sort out line lengths
automatically which is known as word
wrap.
carry on typing a complete paragraph withoutSo, you can just
having to press
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any keys to move to a new line. If you make a mistake press
<BkSp> enough times to erase the mistake and retype it.

Moving Around a Document:
You can move the cursor around a document with the normal
direction keys, with the key combinations shown below, or with

the Select, Go To command (or press F5). With the last
command you can jump to various named 'bookmarks', or to
different page numbers.

To move
Left one character
Right one character
Up one line
Down one line
Left one word
Right one word
Up one paragraph
Down one paragraph
To beginning of line
To end of line
To beginning of file
To end of file
Up one window
Down one window
To beginning of window
To end of window

Press
E-

-4

Ctrl+4--

Ctrl+-*
Ctrl+T
Ctr1+1

Home
End
Ctrl+Home
Ctrl+End
Pg Up
Pg Dn
Ctrl+Pg Up
Ctrl+Pg Dn

Now is a good time to save the document, as described in the
previous chapter, press File, Save As and type a new drive,
path and filename. For example, change to AMEM01 to save
to a floppy disk in the A: drive. The program will add the WPS
extension for you.

Document Editing
It will not be long when using the word processor before you will

need to edit your screen document. This could be to delete
unwanted words, correct a mistake or to add extra text in the
document. All these operations are very easy to carry out.

For small deletions, such as letters or words, the easiest
method is using the <Del> or <BkSp> keys. With the <Del> key,
25

position the cursor on the first letter to delete and press <Del>;
the letter is deleted and the following text moves one space to
the left.

With the <BkSp> key, position the cursor immediately to the

right of the character to be deleted and press <BkSp>; the
cursor moves one space to the left pulling the rest of the line
with it and overwriting the character to be deleted.
Word processing is usually carried out in the insert mode. Any
characters typed will be inserted at the cursor location and the

following text will be pushed to the right, and down, to make
room. Pressing the <Ins> key will change you to overstrike
mode and the letters 'OVR' will appear on the Status Line. In
this mode any text you type will over -write existing text.
To insert blank lines in your text, make sure you are in Insert

mode, place the cursor at the beginning of the line where the
blank is needed and press <Enter>. The cursor line will move
down leaving a blank line. To remove the blank line position the
cursor at its left end and press <Del>.
When larger scale editing is needed, such as using the copy,

move and erase operations, the text to be altered must be
'selected', or 'highlighted', before the operation can be carried
sub -menu is activated, or the Toolbar options used.

Selecting Text:
The procedure in Works for Windows, before any operation
such as formatting or editing can be carried out on text, is first
to select the text to be altered. Selected text is highlighted on
the screen. This can be carried out in several ways.
Using the keyboard, position the cursor on the first character
to be selected and either:
a.

Hold down the <Shift> key while using the direction
keys to highlight the required text, then release the
<Shift> key, or:

b.

Press the F8 key and use the direction keys to

c.

highlight the required text, or:
Press F8 TWO times to select a WORD
Press F8 THREE times to select a SENTENCE
Press F8 FOUR times to select a PARAGRAPH
Press F8 FIVE times to select whole DOCUMENT.
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With the mouse:
Left click at the beginning of the block and drag the
a.

cursor across the block so that the desired text is
highlighted, then release the mouse button.
b.

With the cursor in a word double click the left
mouse button to select that word.

c.

Position the cursor in the left window margin and
then either click the left button to select the current
LINE, or double-click the left button to select the
current PARAGRAPH, or hold down the <Ctrl> key
and click the left mouse button to select the entire
DOCUMENT.

When using the F8 key method, the message 'EXT' is displayed
on the status line to indicate that extended highlighting of text is
taking place. This mode can be cancelled by pressing <Esc>, or
the selection can be collapsed one level by pressing
<Shift+F8>.
Try out all these methods and find which ones you are most
comfortable with.

Copying Blocks of Text:
Once text has been selected

can be copied to another

it

location in your present document, to another Works document
(as long as it is open), or even to another Works tool. As with

most of the editing and formatting operations there are two

ways of doing this. The first is by using the Edit, Copy

command sequence from the menu, moving the cursor to the
start of where you want the copied text, and use the Edit, Paste
command. The other method is the same but uses quick key
combinations; press <Ctrl+C>, once the text to be copied has
been selected, and <Ctrl+V> to 'paste' it in the new location.
This method does not require the menu bar to be activated. As
you get used to the Works for Windows package you will be
able to save a lot of time by using quick key combinations.

To copy the same text again to another location in the
document, move the cursor to the new location and press
<Ctrl+V>.

This operation

is

often

called

'pasting'

text,

reminiscent of the old days of scissors and a glue pot! When
text is copied, or cut, it is actually placed on the Window's
'clipboard' and remains there until replaced by other text.
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Quick Key Combinations:
The following quick key combinations can be used in all the
Works tools:

Editing
Cut selection
Copy selection
Paste selection
Repeat search
Repeat copy
Insert date
Insert time

Ctrl+X
Ctrl+C
Ctrl+V
F7

Ctrl+V
Ctrl+;
Ctr1+:

Combinations for use in the word processor only:

General Editing
Undo last command
Delete selection
Paragraph mark
Manual page break
End of line mark

Optional hyphei
Non -breaking hyphen
Non -breaking space
Print filename
Print date
Print time

Alt+BkSp
Del

Enter
Ctrl+Enter
Shift+Enter
Ctr1+- (hyphen)
Ctrl+_ (underline)
Ctrl+Shift+Spacebar
Ctrl+A
Ctrl+D
Ctrl+T

Character Styles
Bold
Italic

Underline
Subscript
Superscript
Plain text
Change font
Change point size

Ctrl+B
Ctrl+l
Ctrl+U
Ctrl+=
Ctrl++
Ctrl+Spacebar
Ctrl+F
Ctrl+Z

The majority of the above need a block to be selected before
they can be used.
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Paragraph Formats
Normal paragraph
Centre
Justify
Left -align
Right -align

Hanging indent
Undo hanging indent
Nested indent
Undo nested indent
Single space

Ctrl+Spacebar
Ctrl+E
Ctrl+J
Ctrl+L
Ctrl+R
Ctrl+H
Ctrl+G
Ctrl+N
Ctrl+M
Ctrl+1

11/2 space

Ctrl+5

Double space
One line before paragraph
Add space before paragraph

Ct rl +2

Ctrl+O (zero)

Ctrl+O (letter '0')

The above key combinations work on the paragraph holding the
cursor, or on all the paragraphs currently selected.

Moving Blocks of Text:
Selected text can be moved to any location on the same
document. To do this, 'cut' it to the clipboard with the Edit, Cut
command (<Ctrl+X>) and then 'paste' it in the new location with

the Edit, Paste command (<Ctrl+V>). The moved text will be
placed at the cursor location and will force any existing text to
make room for it. This operation can be cancelled before the
final key command by simply pressing <Esc>.

Replacing Blocks of Text:
One block of text can be 'replaced' by another using either the

cut or copy process. Obviously if cut is used the text et the
original location will be lost, but not if the copy command is
used. The process is the same as an o'dinary copy or move,
except that the block of text to be replaced must be selected
before the final 'paste' command is made.

Deleting Blocks of Text:
When text is cut or deleted it is removed from the document.
With Works for Windows any selected text can be deleted by
pressing the <Del> key. This will not, however, place the
deleted text on the Windows clipboard, for possible future use.
To do this you must use the Edit, Cut command, or <Ctrl+X>.
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The UNDO Command:
As text is lost with the delete command you should use it with
caution, but if you do make a mistake all is not lost as long as
you act immediately. The Edit, Undo commard reverses your
most recent editing or formatting command, so you need to use
it before carrying out any further operations.
The quick key
sequence for this command is <Alt+BkSp>.
Page Breaks:
The program automatically inserts a page break in a document

when a page of typed text is full. The page break symbol ()
tells the printer where to end one page and start printing
another. There will be places in most multi -page documents
where you will want to force a new page to improve the layout.
This is done by inserting a manual page break by pressing
Insert, Page Break, or just using the key combination
<Ctrl+Enter>. Works readjusts all the non -manual page breaks
for the remainder of the document.
To demonstrate this, retrieve the document previously saved
as MEM01.WPS. Note there is a page marker on the left hand
side of line 1, in the margin next to the title line. Press
<Ctrl+Encl> to place the cursor at the end of the document and

just above the end of file marker. If you try to move down

further, your computer will beep at you. Insert a page break as
described above (Insert, Page Break). Your cursor should now
be at the start of Page 2, with a line of dots indicating where the
manual break was placed, as shown below.

r

Ff-

Prins ALT to choose commands

PG 2/2

Now press <Enter> repeatedly (or type lots of text) until the
status line indicates 'Pg 3/3'. This is just a quick way of adding
another page, albeit an empty one, to the document. Move the
cursor up to the page break which was automaticady inserted

between pages 2 and 3. There is no line of dots. A manual
page break can be deleted, but an automatic one cannot, so
they appear differently on the screen.
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Frustratingly, Works for Windows can take several seconds to
sort out its automatic page breaks, especially with a long
document, and it can fal behind you. If this becomes a prcblem
simply use the Options, Paginate Now command to force an
immediate repagination of the document.

Document Navigation:
Now we have several 'pages' in a document it is a good time to
explore some methods of navigating large documents. -here
are two main methocs of jumping to specific document
locations. Both use the Select, Go To command, or F5 for
short. This brings up the dialogue box shown below.
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Type 3 in the Go To text box, press <Enter> and the cursor
should jump straight to the top of page 3 in the document. This
is a quick way of moving to the top of any page.
The other method uses the same box but uses '000kriarks'

which you place at strategic locations in your document. To
place a bookmark in a document locate the cursor where you
want the mark. In our example set the cursor at the beginning
of the second paragraph of text, and press Insert, Bookmark
Name.
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Type Two in the empty
dialogue box and then press OK
create the bookmark. Your
to
bookmark, although not visible on
the screen, should still have
Go To
been created. To test it, move
ko to r
to the end of the document with
OK
the <Ctrl+End> keys and
Cancel
press
F5. 'Two' should now appear in
MA.
I

the

box under Names,
as
shown here. Highlight this in
the list, press <Enter>, and

the

cursor

should jump to the
second
paragraph
where the
bookmark was placed. In a long
document placing bookmarks
at the start of each section
makes it easy to find your
around.
way

Character Enhancement

Another simplistic example will explain
enhancement. With Works for Windows the principles of text
it is usually easier to
type your text in first and
worry about the document layout
later
on. Create a new word processing
file and type in the letter text
shown below.
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The date formula `date* on line 5 will give the current date
when the letter is printed, and is generated with the quick key
combination <Ctrl+D>. Alternatively, the current date could
have been placed straight into the letter with the <Ctrl+;> keys.
If you cannot remember these key combinations dor't wo-ry,
there is always another way of carrying out their functions. All of
the above can be selected from the dialogue box activated with

the Insert, Special Character command. When you have
finished, save the document using the File, Save As command,
calling it LETTER1.

To improve the layout of the letter we will use some of the
commands in the Format sub -menu and also some of the
Toolbar options.
First select the top five lines containing the address and date

(the easiest way of doing this is to click the mouse alongside
line one, in the left margin, and drag it down to line 5) and then
select the Format, Indents & Spacing, Right command. The
whole block should now be 'right justified'. By default
paragraphs are 'left justified'. While the block is still highlighted

click the mouse on the 'Left justify' icon of the Toolbar. Now
press the <Ctrl+R> keys and you should be back with a right
justified address.
Then select the Ref.... line of text and press Format, Indents

& Spicing, Center (or the quick keys <Ctrl+E>, or the 'Centre
Justify' Toolbar icon) to centre the line between the left and
right margins. While the selection highlight is still active press
Format, Font & Style, Underline (or <Ctrl+U>. or the
'Underline' icon on the Toolbar) to underline the reference. By
now you have probably accepted that the Toolbar is by far the

most convenient way of carrying out these enhancement
functions. If you repeat the Toolbar click, while the highlight is
still active, the feature is turned off again; they act as toggle
functions.

Next, select the words 'recent letter' and press <Ctrl+B>, or
Toolbar 'Bold', to embolden them. Finally, select the section
'Micro Users Journal' and change them to italics by pressing
Format, Font & Style, Italic, or <Ctr1+1>, or the 'Italic' Toolbar
icon.
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The letter now looks very different and shculd be
similar to
LETTER2.WPS shown below.
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Elm Tree Cottage
Wood Lane
Launceston
Cornwall
elates

A Computer Company
South London
!Reference No. 256

Dear Sirs,

We have received your recent
letter commenting on our
complaint about your advertisement in the Micro 115ers
Journal.

I

11
\L:tess ALT to choose commands

Pq1/1

1

What a difference with only a few keystrokes! Note that
when
the cursor is in text that has been enhanced, the
relevant icon
on the Toolbar appears 'depressed'. In the above example
the
'Italic', the 'Left Justified' and the 'Single Space'
icons
are
all
selected.
These status indicators are useful
when the
enhancements are not obvious from the screen text
colours.

Fonts:

A font

is

a typeface with a specific design. In Works for

Windows you can print text in any fonts, or colours, which are
supported by your printer, the fonts are also shown
on the near
'WYSIWYG' (what you see is what you get) editing
screen.
To change the font, size, colour or enhancements
text in a document, first select the text. Choose of specific
Font & Style command, and make selections in the Format,
the opened
dialogue box, as shown on the facing page.
You can also, of course, change the font and size of
selected

text from the 'Font' and 'Point'
icons.

Clicking the arrow

alongside each opens up a menu of available options.
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Press ALT to choose commands

The composite screen, made up above, shows both methocs of
changing the font and size of selected text. You will not be able
to get them both on the screen at the same time, though, so do
not bother trying.
The Toolbar icons are by far the best option, as is obvious by
the way Microsoft have buried the text formatting commands so
deeply in the menu system.
Works measures font sizes in points, where one point is 1/72nd

of an inch. You will need to study your printer manual and
experiment with these commands to make the most of this
Works facility.

One thing to remember is that a printed page usually looks
better if you use different fonts and sizes sparingly.
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3. ADVANCED WP FEATURES
Paragraph Formatting
Works for Windows defines a paragraph, as any text which is
character
followed by a paragraph mark (which appears as a
on the screen, but only when switched on). So single line titles,

as well as long typed text, can form paragraphs. Paragraph
markers are not normally shown in Works, but toggling the
Options, Show All Characters command, will toggle them on
and off. The example below shows our file MEMO1.WPS with
formatting characters switched on. This facility can be very
useful when you are laying out a complicated page of data.
Note how blank space characters show as a
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A paragraph marker
<Enter>

is

pressed.

1

placed in a document every time
All paragraph formatting, such as

is

alignment, justification, centring, indenting and line spacing, is
stored in the marker for the particular paragraph. If this marker
is deleted, or moved, the formatting will be deleted or moved
with it.
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Indenting Text:
Most documents with lists, or numbered sections, will require
some form of paragraph indenting. An indent is the
space
between the margin and the edge of the text in the paragraph.

This can be on the left or right side of the page.
Retrieve the file MEMO1.WPS and type '1. ' and '2.
before
the first words of the two main text paragraphs. Select
the two
paragraphs and press Format, Indents & Spacing to bring
up
the dialogue box shown below.
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Most of the paragraph formatting operations
can either be
carried out from the Toolbar, or from this box. The alignment
box offers:

Left
Center
Right

Justified

Smooth left edge, jagged right
Text centred on line
Smooth right edge, jagged left
Smooth left and right edges

To create left or right indents for the whole paragraph,
type the
amount of indent in the respective space, in irches. If only the
first line is to be indented, type the amount needed in
the 1st
line indent space.
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To keep a paragraph intact on one page check the Don't beak
this paragraph box. Select Keep this paragraph with next to
keep two paragraphs together on a page.

Hanging Indents:
The dialogue box on the previous page is set up to produce
hanging indents, so that the paragraph numbers show up
clearly at the left of the paragraphs.

To do this you should type the same value in the 1st line
indent space - with a negative sign in front - as that typed in
the Left indent space. When you have finished, and saved the
document as MEMO2.WPS, your screen should look the same
as that shown below.
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MEMO TO PC USERO
1. The microcomputers in the DP room are still a mixture of
IBM PS'2s (with 3.5" drives of 1.44 MB capacity), IBM ATs
(with both 3.5" and 5.25" high density drives of 1.44 MB
and 1.2 MB capacity) and some older IBM XT compatibles,
which are connected to the printers. As some of these only
have 5.25" drives of 360 KB capacity, before printing a
document from them, it must be saved on a 360 KB format
disc.

2. The computer you are using will have at least an BO MB hard
disc on which a number of software programs have been
installed. To make life easier these programs are installed
in separate directories on the disc. When the computer is
switched on, the following prompt is displayed:
C:\>

-ri
Press /LT to chaos* commands

1/1

N.,

Hanging indents can also be created with the quick key
combination <Ctrl+H>. If no dialogue box has previously peen
completed, the indents are set to the next tab stop. <Ctrl+G>
will remove the hanging indent.
Two fascinating key combinations to play with are those to
produce and remove nested indents - <Ctrl+N> and <Ctrl+M>.
These move the whole paragraph holding the cursor, to the
next tab stop, to the right or left respectively, and maintain any
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hanging indents. With the careful use of these keys, lists and
outlines are easy and fun to prepare.

Indenting with the Ruler:
If you look carefully at the Ruler, at the top of the screen, after
you have placed an indent you should see that an indent
marker has been placed on it. This gives you another way of
quickly

setting

and

adjust ng indents. You
simply

!-Irocomputers in the LP room
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Indent
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marke

drag
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1.2 MB capacity)
mpatibles, which are tonne
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capacity, before printing a
.

positicn
selected

and

any

paragraphs
will be indented, as
shown here.

Paragraph Borders:
As well as the Microsoft Draw package, which is described later

in the chapter, Works for Windows has the facility to place
different types of lines at the top, bottom, sites, or all round
selected paragraphs, with the Format, Borders command. An
example of the Border box and the results of its settings is
shown below.

1. The microcomputers in the DP room are still a mixture of
IBM PS/25 (with 3.5" drives of 1.44 MB capacity,. IBM ATs
(with both 3.5" and 5.25" high density drives of 1.44 MB
and 1.2 MB capacity) and some older IBM XT compatibles,
which are connected to the printers. As some of these only
have 5.25" drives of 360 KB capacity, before printing a
document from them, it must be saved on a 360 KB format
disc.
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First, select the paragraphs you want to enhance, then in the
Border box turn on the border you want, in the Line style box
select either Normal, Bold or Double and then press <Enter>,

select OK. To remove borders you must cancel

or

the

selections made in these boxes.

Printing Documents
When Microsoft Windows was first installed on your computer
the printers you intend to use should have been selected, and

the SETUP program should have instaled the appropriate
printer drivers. Before printing for the first time from Works for
Windows, you would be wise to ensure that your printer is in
fact properly installed.
To do this open the Window's Control Panel, as described at
the end of Chapter 1 and double-click on the 'Printers' icon.
This will open the Printers box shown below. Here, two printer
drivers have been installed; a PostScript Apple Laser Writer
Plus as the 'default' printer, configured for output via the parallel
printer port LPT1, and an HP LaserJet Ill, configured :o print to
a disc file. Your selections will, obviously, not be the same.
Microsoft Works
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Best printed output results can only be
obtained when using a
laser printer. So, if you want to produce high
-quality documents,
and you have

access to a laser printer (even

is not
connected to your computer and does not itself
have
access
to
Works for Windows),
if it

then install the laser

printer as an
additional printer to be used with Windows
and configure it to
print to 'File', as shown here.
To install an extra printer press the
Add button in the

'Printers' dialogue box, choose a printer from
the list displayed,
and select Install. Each time you choose
to install a different
printer, Windows will ask you to insert
a particular disc in the A:
drive, so that the appropriate printer driver
(a file containing the
instructions Windows needs to control that
copied to your computer's hard disc. Then printer) can be
use the 'Connect'
dialogue box to select the print destination,
as shown.
Next, reactivate Works for Windows and
use the File, Printer
Setup command and highlight the printer
you want to use in the
'Select Printer' dialogue box, as shown in the
composite below.
From this dialogue box you can select the default
printer or any
other installed printer. Next, press $etup,
select the paper size
and orientation needed, and then either
press OK to confirm
your selection,
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Printer Setup

Now your printer is set up you can, at any time, use the File,
Print command from the Works for Windows menu bar, or
<Ctrl+P>, which opens the 'Print' box, shown below.

The settings in this box allow
Print
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hard copy,
without fonts,
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Finally select OK, to send print
output
from
Works
for
Windows to your selected destination, either the printer
connected to your computer, or to an encoded file on disc.

Printing from a File:
An encoded print file, as described above, has all the printer
commands embedded in it and can be printed on, for example,
a laser printer by using the simple DOS command
COPY Filename

LPT1

to copy the file to the printer, from the computer connected to it.

Works for Windows, or indeed Windows, do not need to be
running, or even installed, on this computer at all.

Do remember that, whenever you change printers, the
appearance of your document may change, as Works uses the
fonts available with the newly selected printer. This can affect

the line lengths, which in turn will affect both tabulation and
pagination of your document.

Page Setup:
The next operation, before printing for the first time, is to set up
Works for the paper and margin layout you want to use. The
Print, Page Setup &
t'egr Srtup R Margo),
Margins command
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size

paper

x 8.2T).

If

you want to use a different size paper just type in new
dimensions for Page length and Page width. The default is
portrait mode. If you require landscape mode, and your printesupports it, simply swap the length and width dimensions
around.

The Top, Botom, Left and Right margins are the non -print
areas required on each edge of the paper. The Header margin

is that required between the top of the page and the header
line. The Footer margin is that between the bcttom of the page
and the footer line.

The 1st page number will normally be '1' unless you break
up a piece of work into parts, or chapters, and have each one in
a separate document file. This facility then allows you to adjust
the page numbe-ing of each.

Print Preview:
Works gives you an easy way of checking what you- printer wiE
produce with the File, Print Preview command. It lets you see
a screen view of what the printed page should look like, similato that shown below.
Microsoft Works
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You can Zoom In or Zoom Qut, to see your work at different
magnification levels, and step through a multi -page document
with the Previous or Next buttons. If you are happy with the
preview press Print to print the selected pages, otherwise press
Cancel to exit Preview.

Text Enhancement
Tab Settings:
Works for Windows defaults to left aligned tabs every half inch
across the page. For most purposes these will be adequate, but

if you need to generate lists, or tables, the custom tab facility
should prove useful. There are four types of custom tab stops:
Text aligns to the right of tab
Text aligns to the left of tab
Text centres on tab stop
Text aligns at a decimal point

Left
Right
Center
Decimal

Tabs are shown on the ruler at the top of the screen, as can be
seen below. All default tabs to the left of a new custom tab are
removed automatically. You can also select one of four types of
leader characters to fill the space to the tab spot. This is useful
when preparing contents pages.
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The above example shows part of a contents page which has
two Left aligned tabs for the subjects, and a Right tab with a
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dot leader for the page numbers. To set custom tab stops,
select the required paragraph, or the whole document, and
either double click your mouse on the ruler, or choose Format,
Tabs. A dialogue box like the one shown on the previous page
will open.
If necessary, type the tab Position in the text box, select the

options needed from the Alignment and Leader boxes and
choose Insert to place the tab on the ruler. This operation can
be repeated for as many tabs as are required. Use the Delete,
or Delete all buttons to remove one tab, or all the tabs, from the
ruler.

Tables of figures can be created, and adjusted, by the careful
use of tab settings. Use decimal, or right aligned tab stops, for
columns of figures. It is an easy matter to readjust the width of
columns by resetting the tabs, even after the table has been
created.

Headers and Footers:
In a printed document a header is text that appears at the top of
each page of the document, whilst a footer appears at the
bottom. These can be used to add page numbers, titles, dates

and times to your documents. In the word processor it is
possible to add two kinds of headers and footers - both
paragraph and standard types.

Standard ones are typed in a dialogue box, and alignment
characters

are

required

to

force their printed positions.

Paragraph headers and footers have a special paragraph for
each, placed at the top of the document, and text, or a graphic,
can be added and formatted as in the rest of the document.

Header and footer paragraphs are shown it the next
example. These were added to the file MEMO2.WPS by
choosing the Edit, Headers & Footers command, turning on
the Use header & footer paragraphs check box, and pressing
<Enter>.

Note that the program turns on the separate header and
footer paragraphs (and places an 'H' and an 'F' at the left
margin),

and

also

places

an

automatic

page

number

placeholder in the centre of the footer line. (Page - *Page*).
This will print the correct page number on every page. If page
numbering is not required this can be deleted, or the code can
be moved to another location on the header or footer lines.
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. MEMO TO PC USERS

1. The microcomputers in the DP room are still a mixture of
IBM PS/2s (with 3.5" drives of 1.44 MB capacity), IBM ATs
(with both 3.5" and 5.25" high density drives of 1.44 MB
and 1.2 MB capacity) and some older IBM XT compatibles.
which are connected to the printers. As some of these on.v
have 5.25" drives of 360 KB capacity, before printing a
document from them, it must be saved on a 360 KB format
disc.

2. The computer you are using will have at least an 80 MB hard
disc on which a number of software programs have been
installed. To make life easier these programs are installed
in separate directories on the disc. When the computer is
switched on, the following prompt is displayed:
C:">

I

i

Press ALT to choose commands.

If

I*
Po1/1

--I- -

Move the cursor to the start of the header paragraph and add
the date special command <Ctrl+D>. This adds *Date* to the
screen, but will print the current date on paper. Press <Tab>
and the cursor is automatically centred on the line. Add a title
and press <Tab> again to bring the cursor to the right nand side
of the page. Add the time special command <Ctrl+T>, and save
as MEMO3.

Your screen should now look like that shown above. Use the

File, Print Preview command to quickly check the printed
result. If you want, you can add enhancements, or change the
fonts of the header and footer text.
In the Works for Windows Spreadsheet and Database tools
only standard headers and footers can be used. As these can
also be used in the Word Processor, we will describe them
here. Choose Edit, Headers & Footers, as before, and :ype

the required text in the two boxes. You can align parts of a
standard

header

or

footer,

and

include

other

items

automatically, by typing any of the special codes from the
following list in with the text. Note that, unless you change the

alignment, standard headers and footers are automatically
centred.
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Operation

Special Code

To align following text
at left or right margin
To centre the following text
To print page number
To print filename
To print date
To print long date format
To print time
To print an ampersand

&I or &r
&c
&p
&f
&d
&n
&t
&&

As many of these codes as required, can be placed on a single
header or footer line. For example typing the header line:

&IMinutes&cPage - &p&r&n
will create the following header:
Minutes

Page - 6

July 6, 1993

Footnotes:
A useful feature in Works for Windows is the ability to place
reference marks, or numbers, anywhere in a document. Text
can be 'attached' to each reference, which will automatically be
printed at the end of the document. This operation is carried out
with the Insert, Footnote command.

Footnotes are automatically numbered, and renumbered if
edited, but you can also specify other reference marks (such as
or $, for example).

To create a footnote, move the cursor to the position in the
document where the reference mark is needed, choose Insert,

Footnote, alter the dialogue box if you want to force a mark
instead of a numbered reference, and select OK, or press
<Enter>. If Numbered is selected in the box, the next
consecutive footnote number is placed at the cursor and the
footnote pane is opened in the bottom half of the screen. Type

the reference text in this pane, and format, or enhance it,

if

required. You can move the cursor back to the document either

with the mouse, or by pressing F6. You can also re -size the
footnote pane by dragging its top border with the mouse.

Once placed there, footnote reference marks are always
shown in the document. The footnote text itself can be shown,
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or switched off, by togcling the Options, Show Footnotes
command. In the example below this option has been selected.
Footnote text can be edited, the same as any other :ext, once

the footnote pane is opened. Reference marks can alsc be
moved, copied or deleted, and Works for Windows will ook
after the positioning of the attached text.
---
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In a Microsoft Works for Windows document a footnote is
..commonly used for documenting quotations,
paraphrases, and summaries, or making comments that you
do not want in the body of your document"1

The footnote facility was not provided in versions prior
to Microsoft Works 2.0 2
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1 Microsoft Works for Windows User's Guide,
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When you print a document that contains footnotes, tl-ey will be

placed at the end of the main body of text. Your final printed
presentation will be improved if you place blank lines at the end

of the document text. Without these the footnote text will be
printed immediately under the last line of document text. Any
reference heading required should be placed after these blank
lines. The footnotes themselves look better, when printed, if a
blank line is placed between each one, in the footnote pane, as
shown above.

Searching for and Replacing Text:
Works allows you to search for specifically selected tex:, or
character combinations. In the search mode it will highlight
each occurrence in turn so that you can carry out some action
on it, such as change its font or appearance. In the replace
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mode you specify what replacement is to be
automatically
carried out. For example, in a long book chapter you
may
decide to change every
occurrence of the word
Replace
he'd What

'programme'

I mot:panto.

Replace With iptogtant

phi

®[Match
Wood 000
Match LOBO

&Place

with

the

word 'program'. This is

Rookies Al

very easy to do. First go

Cancel

to the beginning of the
file,

as
search only
operates in a forward
direction, then choose
Select, Replace. In the Find What box, type programme, and
in the Replace with box type program. To make sure that part

words are not selected, choose the Match Whole Word Only
option, and then either choose <Replace>, to manually confirm
each
replacement,
or <Replace All>
for automatic
replacement. At the end of the Replace All
operation a
message box tells you how many replacemerts were actually
made.

Works automatically matches the capitalisation of any text it
replaces. If the replaced word is at the beginning of
a sentence
it will capitalise the first letter.
If you select the Match Case
option, only text with the exactly specified case letters will be
selected.

You can search for, and replace, special characters, or a
combination of text and special characters (for example, tab
or
paragraph marks, or white space). White
space

is

a

combination of any number of consecutive spaces and tab

marks. A very useful example of this is when you have
imported
columnar data from another file, and the columns are separated
with spaces; you can search for white space, and
replace it with
a tab, to realign the columns.

Another example would be searching for a word, which

occurs at the beginning of a paragraph, or after a tab.
The list below gives the key combinations
of special
characters to type into search and replace boxes.
To type the caret (^) character, press Shift+6.

To search for or replace

Type

Tab mark
Paragraph mark

At

Ap
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End -of -line mark

An

Manual page break mark
Non -breaking space

Ad
As

Caret (A)

AA

Question mark (?)
White space
Any character (wild card)

My

A')

Using the Spell Checker:
If you have a problem with spelling, the spell checker in Works
for Windows will be a popular part of the package! It will search
for wrongly spelled words, words with incorrect capitalisation,
incorrect hyphenation, and repeated words, such as 'if if'. It has
a built-in dictionary of some 120,000 words, and you can add
other words that you may need to check for in the future.
To check the spelling cf a whole document, move the cursor

to the beginning with <Ctrl+Home>. Alternatively, you can
select the text you want checked. In either case, invoke the
checker by choosing Options, Check Spelling. When a word
that is not recognised is found, a box appears as shcwn in the
example below.
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drives of 360 KB capacity, before printing a document from
them, it must be saved on a 360 KB format disc.
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A problem message will appear in the top left corner of the box,
the suspect word will be highlighted in the document, and will
also be placed in the Change To box.
You have several options now:
a.

To leave the word unchanged choose Ignore
To change the word, edit, or retype it, in the box, and

b.

choose Change, or Change All to change

all

instances of that word.

Choose Suggest, to view a list of proposed spellings
from the dictionary, select one and choose Change.
To add an edited word to the dictionary, choose Add.

c.

d.

When you have made your choice, the program continues
searching the rest of the document. To leave the checker at any
time simply choose Cancel.

Using the Thesaurus:
To help you with composing your documents Works has a builtin thesaurus. With this you should be able to fird a synonym, or
word with a similar meaning, for most words, as shown below.
First

select the word you want to change, and choose

Options, Thesaurus. The dialogue box with two main sections
comes onto the screen, as shown below.
Thesaurus
Synonyms foi density

Meanings
solidit n1
electrical charge (n)

Change
Synonyms
*

heaviness
bulk
substantiality
compactness
consistency

suggest
Cancel

I

ifelP
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In the Meanings box, on the left, are suggestions of the main
meanings of the selected word. Depending on the context in the
document, you need to select one of these meanings, and then

look in the Synonyms box for a list of possible replacement
words.

In the example shown 'density' was the word hichlighted in

the document. The noun 'solidity' was selected from the
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Meanings list and pressing the Suggest command bu:ton
produced the five synonyms shown. Sometimes the logic of the
choices has to make you smile.

If you select one of the synonyms and press Suggest you
should get more suggestions.

To replace the original word highlighted in your document,
select the best alternative and choose Change.

Word Count:
Works for Windows includes the facility to count the words in a
document, or block of selected text. This can be useful if you
are working on an assignment that requires a specific number
of words.
Select the text to be
courted and use the

Microsoft Works

(I)

Qptions, Word Ccunt

Numher of words counted in selection:

command.
selected
document
counted.
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OK

If

no text

is

whole
the
be
will

Works for Windows considers a word to be any text betveen
two space characters.

Adding a Note to your Document
A very useful, but rather 'flamboyant', facility added to Works for

Windows is the ability to add 'pop-up' notes anywhe'e in your
documents. Place the cursor where you want a Note to be
placed and action the Insert. Note -it command. The following
dialogue box is opened.
Microsoft Note It Note in Wnrdl

0te

Choose a pities:
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Type row pole has:
OK

Type Vote Pop -Up Hole
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* ameill

Cancel

1

tielP

1

The Choose a picture box gives you the amazing choice of 58
different note types. If it turns you on, you can liven up your
document no end! To place a caption under the displayed note,
type the required text in the Type your caption text box. The
main text to be 'hidden' in the note is typed ii the Type your
note here box. Select the size of Note text you want from the
Big and $mall options and finally press OK to lace your note.
At any time in the future the note text can be read by double
clicking on the note, as shown in the example below.
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(with both 3.5" and 5.25" high density drives of 1.99 MB
and 1.2 MB capacity) and some older IBM XT compatibles,
which are connected to the printers. As some of these only

have 5.25" drives of 360 KB capacity, before printing a
document from them, it must be saved on a 360 KB format
disc.
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The size of the Note above was reduced by selecting 50% in
both the Height and Width scaling options of the Format,
Picture box, as shown below.

Notes can be very usefu if several
people are editing a document and

Picture

[Scaling

OK

Hight OM

IX

Wedlly 150

1Z

I

F-Camel8
[

Hide

they want to make ccmments, for the
others

to

see.

They

are

also

invaluable when you are revising a
long document and need to mark your
position before saving the file.
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4. MICROSOFT DRAW
The Drawing Tool

Works for Windows also includes Microsoft Draw, a very
comprehensive drawing and graphics manipulation package.
This is actually a separate program but it can be accessed only
from the Works for Windows word processing tool. You can
import existing 'clip art' into a document with the Microsoft Draw

tool, which can also be used to create. or edit, drawings
consisting of lines, arcs, e lipses, and rectangles. The Draw 7.001

is opened by either using the Drawing option from the Insert
menu of the Word pocessor, or double-clicking within an
existing picture in a document. When opened from the menu,
the drawing tool runs in a separate window, as shown below.
When it is closed any graphics created will be embedced in the
document at the cursor position.
Microsoft Draw Drawing in Wordl
Ede

Edit

View

Iext

Qraw

Colors

Help

Toolbar buttons

cc

A
Select the colour of lines

Select the colour of the fill pattern

Li- CI 7 EMI -

Other

Olhef

Microsoft Draw is an OLE (object linking and embedding) type

of Windows program, which is also included with Word for
Windows. The manual does not give much information on the
package so we will try and remedy that.
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Importing a Picture:
The quickest way to get some results from Draw is to load an
existing graphic from disc. When Works for Wiidows was
installed on your computer some picture files should have been
placed in the clipart subdirectory of \MSWORKS. Open a new
document in the Word
processor
and
activate
Import Picture
Draw
with
the
Insert,
File Name: Poorvan.wird
OK
Drawing
command,
as
Directory is: cAmsworksoclipart
Cancel I
described.
You
will
see
that
riles:
I

12MIZEIMINE0
3dskyine.vont
ambulanc.wmf
binder.wrni
capitol.wml
circles wild
cityview.wrrif

Draw has

Directories
[I

system,

I

its

own menu

which

we

will

describe in more detail later

daI

lb I

on. At this stage, open the
File sub -menu and select
Import
Picture,
the
dialogue box shown here is
opened. Click on 'clipart' in the Directories !ist box and you
41

dmnbld rend

should open a list of available graphic files. Select one of these.
in our case '2doorvan.wmf', and press OK to import the drawing
into the Draw window. Your screen should look something like
that shown below.
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To return to your document use the File, Exit and Return to
Word 1 command from the Draw menu system. If you had
actually named your original document, this name wculd show
in the above command, in place of Word 1. Select Yes to
update your document and the image will be placed at the
cursor position.
The cursor will show as a long vertical line blinking to the left

of the inserted image. Press <Ctrl+E> to centre the graphic,
<End> to move the cursor past it and then <Enter> to move to a
new line below it. You can now continue as usual. The result of
the above commands is shown below, maybe it would make an
ideal logo for a van hire company!
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Using the Microsoft Draw tool, you can also create and select
objects in a picture, then copy and move them, or change their
size, shape and colour, etc. These options can be carried out
either by using the toolbar on the left of the Draw screen, cr by
using the Draw pull -down menus.

Using the Draw Toolbar:
Works provides a variety of buttons in the Toolbar on the left of
the Draw screen, both for creating objects such as lines, circles,
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or squares and for manipulating these objects, once they
have
been selected. The buttons on the Draw toolbar are:

Selection Arrow

-

group of objects.

Selects or sizes an object, or

Magnifying Glass - Selects a specified area of a
picture and magnifies it.

Line - Draws a straight line in the d rection you
drag the mouse. To draw a line at a perfect 45
degree angle, hold <Shift> while dragging the
mouse.

Ellipse - Draws an ellipse. To draw a circle, hold
<Shift> while dragging the mouse.

Rounded Rectangle

cc!

A

-

Draws a rectangle with

rounded corners. To draw a rounded square, hold
<Shift> and drag the mouse.
Rectangle - Draws a rectangle. To draw a square,
hold <Shift> and drag the mouse.
Arc - Draws an arc. You can create a Bezier
curve
by modifying an arc.
Freehand/Polygon - Draws freehand lines, or
draws polygons. When you finish, press <Esc>.
Text - Places the insertion point inside a drawing so

you can type text, each paragraph of which will
become an object, which you can then manipulate.

Draw Menu Commands:
Most of the menu commands available with Microsoft Draw
are
self-explanatory. The few that are not, are listed below with
details of their function.

Command

Function

File, Update

Updates the drawing in the Works

File, Import Picture
File, Exit & Return
Draw, Group
Draw, Ungroup

for Windows document.
Loads a graphic file from disc to the
Draw package.
Closes Draw and returns control to
Works for Windows.
Groups the selected objects.
Ungroups the selected objects.
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Draw, Frame

Draws an outline frame around the

Draw, Filled

Changes the fill pattern of the se-

selected object.

Draw, Pattern

Draw, Line Style
Draw, Snap to Grid
Draw, Show Guides

Draw, Rotate/Flip

lected object to the current fill
pattern.
Displays colour and fill pattern
options.

Displays line styles available and
thickness of lines.
Aligns objects automatically, or
manually, on the grid.
Displays vertical and horizontal
guide lines.

Rotates/flips the selected object, or
group of objects, clockwise or
anticlockwise.

Creating a Drawing:
To create an object, click on the required Draw button, such as
the ellipse, position the mouse pointer where you want to create
the object on the screen, and then drag the mouse to draw the
object. Hold the <Shift> key while you drag the mouse to create
a perfect circle, square, or rounded square. If you dc not hold
<Shift>, Draw creates an ellipse, a rectangle. or a rounded
rectangle.

You can use the freehand/polygon Draw button to create
freehand objects. First click on the Freehand button, then
position the mouse pointer where you want to create the object
on the screen. If you then press the left mouse button and keep
it pressed, the mouse pointer changes to the shape cf a pencil
with which you can draw freehand. If, on the other hand, you
click the left mouse buttcn, the edge of the line attaches i:self
on the drawing area, at the point of contact, and the pointer

changes to a crosshair. A straight line can then be drawn
between that point and the next point on which you happen to
click the mouse button. In this way you can draw polygons.

When you finish drawing with either of these two methjds,
press the <Esc> key.
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Editing a Drawing:
'Selection Arrow' button and
To select an object, first click the
displays black handles
then click the desired object. Draw
around the object selected.
objects, within a drawing
You can move an object, or multiple
To
to the desired position.
by selecting them and dragging themthen
Copy /
use
the
Edit,
copy an object, click at the object,
Edit, Paste commands.
the mouse pointer on
To size an object within Draw, position
handle
until the object is the
a black handle and then drag the
desired shape and size.
and press <Del>. To
To delete an object, select the object
key
down and click each
delete a drawirg, hold the <Shift>
then
press <Del>. You
object in turn that makes up the drawing,
Select All command, and then
could also use iistead the Edit,
press <Del>.

Using Layered Drawings:
Send to Back
You can use Draw's Edit, Bring to Front or
drawings.
layered
of
commands to determine the order
other can create
layered
on
top
of
each
Drawings or pictures
you remember that the top
useful
drawing/picture obscures the one below it.

Using Line and Fill:
palette at the bottom of
You can use the 'Line' and 'Fill' colour the lines and the colour
specify the colour of

Draw's screen, to
drawings/pictures. The first time
of the fill pattern for selected line colour is black and the fill
you access Mic-osoft Draw, the
pattern is transparent.
for all the above
We will leave it up to you to find practical uses
features of the Draw package. Have fun.
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5. THE WORKS SPREADSHEET
When you first enter the Works for Windows spreadsheet, the
program sets up a huge electronic page, cr worksheet, in your
computer's memory, many times larger Than the small part
shown on the screen. Individual cells are identified by column
and row location (in that crder), with the present size extending
to 256 columns by a massive 16,384 rows. The columns are
labelled from A to Z, followed by AA to AZ, 3A to BZ, aid so on,
to IV, while the rows are numbered from 1 to 16,384.
Using the File, Create New File command and selecting the
Spreadsheet option from the dialogue box, displays the
following screen:

H
1

2
3

.

5
6

..
I

2

a
9
,1

_- -_

12
13
14

15
16
I

17
18

I

f

A worksheet can be thought of as a two-dimensional table
made up of rows and columns. The point where a row and
column intersect is called a cell, while the reference points of a

cell are known as the cell address. The active cell (Al when
you first enter the program) is highlighted.
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Worksheet Navigation

Navigation around the worksheet is achieved by the use of the
four arrow keys. Each time one of these keys is pressed, the
active cell moves one position right, down, left or up, depending
on which arrow key was pressed. The <PgDn> and <PgUp>
keys can also be used to move vertically one full page at a time,
while the <Ctrl+PgDn> and <Ctrl+PgUp> key combinations can
be used to move horizontally one full page at a time. Pressing
the arrow keys while holding down the <Ctrl> key causes the
active cell to be moved to the extremities of the worksheet. For

example, <Ctrl+-*> moves the active cell to the IV column,
while <Ctrl+.1,> moves the active cell to the 16,384th row.

You can move the active cell with a mouse by moving the
mouse pointer to the cell you want to activate and clicking the
left mouse button. If the cell is not visible then move the

window by clicking on the scroll bar arrowhead that points in the
direction you want to move, until the cell you want to activate is
visible. To move a page at a time, click in the scroll bar itself, or
for larger moves, drag the scroll box in the scroll bar.
When you have finished navigating around the worksheet.
press the <Ctrl+Home> keys which will move the active cell to
the Al position. This is known as the 'Home' position. If you
press the <Home> key by itself, the active cal is moved to the
1st column of the particular row. Note that there are several
areas on your screen; the displayed area within which you can

move the active cell is referred to as the working area of the
worksheet, while the letters and numbers in the bcrder around

the displayed portion cf the worksheet form the reference
points.

The location of the active cell is constantly monitored in the
Cell Reference Area at the left end of the Formula Bar, below
the Toolbar. If you type text in the active cell, what you type
appears in both the formula bar and in the cell itself. Typing a
formula which is preceded by the
equals sign (=) to, say, add the
contents of two cells, causes the
appear in the
actual formula
Now immi allEM=EI 'formula bar', while the result of
Formula bar
the actual calculatior appears in
Enter button
the active cell when the <Enter>
Cancel button

key or button is Dressed.
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The GOTO Command:
Sometimes it is necessary to move to a specific address in the
worksheet which, however, is so far from your present position
that using the arrow keys might take far too long to get there.
To this end, Works has implemented the F5 function key as a
'go to' command. For example. to jump to position HZ4000,
press the F5 key, which will cause Works to ask for the address
of the cell to which it is to jump. This request appears in a
dialogue box.
Now, typing HZ4000 and pressing <Enter>, causes the active
cell to jump to that cell address. To specify a cell address, you
must always key one or two letters followed by a number. The
letters can range from A to IV corresponding to a column, while
the numbers can range from to 16,384 corresponding to a
row. Specifying a column or row outside this range will cause
an error message to be displayed in the dialogue box To clear
the error, press <Enter>, or the <Esc> key; the <Esc> key can
also be used to cancel a command and escape from a situation
before an error occurs. To return the active cell to the 'Hcme'
(A1) position from wherever it happens to be, press
<Ctrl+Home>.
1

Entering Information
We will now investigate how information can be entered into the

worksheet. But first, return to the Home (Al) pcsition by
pressing <Ctrl+Home>, then type in the words:
PROJECT ANALYSIS

As you type, the characters appear in both the 'formula bar' and
the active cell window.

If you make a mistake press the <BkSp> key to erase the
previous letter or the <Esc> key to start again. When you have
finished, press <Enter>. Note that what you have just typed in

has been entered in cell Al, even though part of the word
ANALYSIS appears to be in cell B1. If you use the right arrow
key to move the active cell to B1 you will see that the cell is
indeed empty.
Note that the text displayed in the 'formula bar' is p-efixed by

double quotation marks (") which were added automatically by

the program to indicate that the entry is a 'label' and not a
number, or a date. Thus, typing a letter at the beginning of an
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entry into a cell results in a 'label' being formed. If the length of
a label is longer than the width of a cell, it will continue into the
next cell, to the right of the current active cell, provided that cell
is empty, otherwise the displayed label will be truncated.
To edit information already in a cell, move the pointer to the
appropriate cell and press the F2 function key. The cursor keys,
the <Home> and <End> keys, as well as the <Ins> and <Del>
keys can be used to move the cursor and/or edit the information
displayed in the 'formula bar', as required. After such editing of
information in tt-e formula bar, you must press the <Enter> key
to enter it in the active cell.

Now use the arrow keys to move the active cell to B3 and

type

"Jan

Then press the right -arrow key, which will automatically enter
the abbreviation 'Jan' into the cell, as a label, and will also move
the active cell to position C3. Had we only typed Jan (without
the double quotes prefix) on pressing either <Enter> or the
right -arrow key the word 'January' would have appeared
automatically in the cell, as a date. In cell C3, type
"Feb

and again press the right -arrow key.
The looks of a worksheet can be enhanced considerably by
placing lines, or cell borders, to separate information in different

rows. Select the cells A4 to C4 (from the keyboard use the

Al

<Shift+Right>

A
1

VROJECT ANALYSIS

active cell) and choose the
Format, Border menu
command. This opens the
dialogue box shown here.
You
can
place
any
combination of lines along
the borders of selected

2
3

Feb

4

5

Border

ICED

7

8

ri Outline

9

I op

10
11

12

13
14

Bottom

Lell

keystroke;

with the mouse drag the

OK

1

Cancel

cells from this box. In our
case, select Top and

Help

night

press OK to accept the
settings.
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Finally, type in the label and amounts earned in columns A, B
and C of row 5, as shown ,n the full screen dump below.

PROJECT ANALYSI
2

Feb

*Jen

3

4
5

)_onsult

1400

6
7

9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
iB

1.11
\:ress ALT to choose commends or F2 to edo

Note how the labels 'Jan' and 'Feb' do not appear above the
numbers 14000 and 15000. This is because by default, labels
are left justified, while numbers are right justified.

Changing Text Alignment and Fonts:
One way of improving the looks of this worksheet is to also right
justify the labels 'Jan' and 'Feb' within their respective cells To
do this, move the active cell to B3 and mark the range B3 tc C3

(from the keyboard use the <Shift+-*> keystroke, with the
mouse drag the active cell), choose the Format, Style
command, then select the Right option listed in the 'Alignment'
box of the dialogue box and press <Enter>. The lapels
should now appear right justified within their cells An
easier way to carry out this operation is to select the
cells and click the Right Alignment Toolbar icon, shown
here.

We could further improve the looks of the work:shee' by
choosing a different font for the heading Project Analysis'. To
achieve this, move the active cell to A1, choose the Format,
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Font command, then select Courier,
8 options, from those
listed in the displayed dialogue box, size
and press <Enter>. Then
use the Format, Style command, and select
the Italic option.
The heading will now appear in Courier 8,
Italic font.
Once
again
the
Toolbar
gives
a
much quicker way of
carrying out these
operations. Simply click the down
arrow
alongside
the Font or
Point size icons and make
your
selection
from
the
menus that
drop down.
Font: MS San: Serif

10

2.

1

Note that printing, or previewing, a worksheet
can only be
done in one font. So the one you have
selected
will
be used for
the whole spreadsheet.
Finally, since the entered numbers in
cells B5 to C5 represent
money, it would be better if these were
displayed
with two digits
after the decimal point and prefixed
with the £ sign. To do this,
move the active cell to B5 and select the
cell block. B5 to C5,
then choose the Format, Currency
command
and press
<Enter> to accept the default number
of decimals, which is 2.
This formatting operation can also be
done by clicking
the

Currency Toolbar icon, shown here,
which
formats selected cells to currency
with 2 decimal
places. The numbers within the marked
worksheet
range should now be displayed in the
width of the relevant cells is not large new format. However, the
enough to accommodate
all the digits of the new format, therefore
with the hash character (#) to indicate the two cells are filled
we need to do at this stage is widen the insufficient space. What

Lsi

relevant columns.

Changing the Column Width:

To change the width of a given column
activate a cell in the relevant column, or a number of columns,
or block the number of
required column cells, use the Format command
and select the
Column Width option from the
pull -down sub -menu. This
causes a dialogue box to be displayed with
the default column
width offered as 10 characters.
Typing 12 and pressing
<Enter>, changes the width of the
relevant columns to 12
characters which allows our numbers to be d
splayed in their
new format. A quicker method of doing this,
if
you
prefer, is to
position the mouse pointer in the column
headings at the top of
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the
FECUR 7. ANAZ Y5.1

Jan

onsul t

5

working area.

It

will

change shape as you trove
see

Feb

.

it

over the border of two

columns. Dragging this new
pointer right or left, will

so sitstssts

widen,

the

narrow,

or

columr to the left.
If
the currency symbol
displays as a '$' don't panic,
it just means your version of Windows is not set up for the UK.
To remedy this from within Works for Windows, hold down the

<Alt> key and repeatedly press the <Tab> key

until

the

Program Manager option is offered. Releasing both keys will
then open the Program Manager window. Open the Control
Panel and double click on the International icon. Make sure that
'United Kingdom' is selected in the Country list box. If so the
Currency Format option should read "£1.22", as shown below.
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Now change the contents

of

'Consultancy'.
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cell

A5 from 'Consult:' to

gaving a Worksheet
At this point, you might like to stop entering irformation in your
worksheet, and save the work so far carried out, before leaving

the program. You can do this by choosinc the File, Save

command which reveals an appropriate dialogue box. In this
box you are offered the default worksheet name SHEET1.WKS

as a possible name for saving the file this very first time.

Underneath this highlighted field is displayed a list of existing
files in the current directory. You could select one of these if
you wanted to overwrite its contents.

For our exercise, type the filename PROJECT1 (which will
replace the default name and press <Enter> (the extension

.WKS will be added by Works). If you prefer t) save your work
on a floppy disc in, say, the A: drive, you could also type the
drive, path and filename into the text box (for example,
A:\MSWORKS\PROJECT1) which will then become the default
until you change it again, or start the program afresh. Note that
the worksheet name in the title bar changes from SHEET1 to
PROJECT1 as soon as you press <Enter> and the file is saved
on disc.
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What you should see displayed on your screen after t']e above
commands have been issued, is shown on the previous page.
At this point you could exit Works for Windows and switch off
your computer in the knowledge that your work is saved on disc
and can be retrieved at any time.

Exiting Works for Windows:
To exit Works, use the File, Exit Works command. If you have
made any changes to your work since the last time you saved
it, an alert box will be displayed on your screen to ask you if you
would like to save your file before exiting the program.

Filling in a Worksheet
We will use, as an example on how a spreadsheet can be built
up,

the few entries on 'Project Analysis' which we used

previously. If you haven't saved the PROJ ECT1 example, con't
worry as you could just as easily start afresh.

Retrieving a Worksheet:
If you have saved PROJECT1, then enter the Works program,
and choose the Open Existing File icon from the Startup box.
Works will display a dialogue box and ask you the name of the
file to open with the default file name given as *.w*, in the first
field of the dialogue box. In the second fie d, all the appropriate
files are displayed. You can select the 'ilename PROJE:T1
either by clicking at its name, followed by clicking at the OK
button, or by pressing <A't+N> to move into the File Name Dox ,
highlighting the required file and pressing <Enter>.

When the file is open, use the F2 function key to 'Edit' the
existing entries, or simply retype the contents of cells (see the
next section for formatting) so that your worksheet looks like the
one on the next page.
Formatting Entries:
Because of the length of some of the labels used and the
formatting of the numbers, the default widths of cells in our
worksheet were changed from the exist ng 10 to 12. If you
haven't done this already, mark the cell block A1:E1, and
choose the Format, Column Width command, and type 12 for
the new width of the cells.
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The information in cell Al
PROJECT ANALYSIS: ADEPT CONSULTANTS LTD

was entered left justified and formatted by choosing the
Format, Font command, and selecting the Courier size 12

options, then clicking the Italic Toolbar button. The labels in the
cell block B3 -E3 were formatted by choosing tf-e Format, Btyle
command, and selecting the Right option, so they are
displayed right justified.
The numbers within the cell block B5 -E17 ware formatted by

choosing the Format, Currency command, and pressing
<Enter> to accept the default number of decimals.

All the labels appearing in column A (apart from that in cell
Al) were just typed in (left justified), as shown.
The lines in cells A4 to E4 and A14 to E14 were entered with

the Format, Border command and selecting Top. Those in
cells A6 to E6 and A16 to E16 were entered with the Format,
Border command and selecting Bottom.

Entering Text, Numbers and Formulae:
When text, numbers or formulae are entered into a cell, or
reference is made to the contents of a cell by the cell address,
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or a Works for Windows function is entered into a cell, ther the

content of the message line changes from 'Press AL- to
choose commands, or F2 to edit' to 'Press ENTER, or ES: to
cancel'. This message can be changed back to the former one
by either completing an entry and pressing <Enter> or one of
the arrow keys, or by pressing the <Esc> key.
In our example, we can find the 1st quarter total income 'tom
consultancy, by activatinc cell E5 and typirg the formula

=B5+C5+D5

followed by <Enter>. The total first quarter consultancy income
is added, using this formula, and the result is placed in cell E5.
Note, however, that when cell E5 is activated, the 'formula bar'
displays the actual formu a used to calculate the contents o' the
cell.

Complete the insertior into the spreadsheet of tl-e various
amounts under 'costs' and then choose the File, Save As
command to save the resultant worksheet under the filename

PROJECT2, before goiig on any further. Remember that
saving your work on disc often is a good policy to get used to,
as even the shortest power cut can cause the loss of hou-s of
hard work!

Using Functions

In our example, writing a formula that adds the contents of
three columns is not too difficult or lengthy a task. But imagine
having to add 20 columns the same way! For this reason Works
for Windows, like most spreadsheets, has an in-built summation
function (for others see Appendix A) in the form of =SUM( )
which can be used to add any number of columns (or rows).
To illustrate how this function can be used, activate ce'l E5
and type
=SUM(

then use the arrow keys to move the highlighted cell to the start
of the summation range (B5 in this case). Then press colon ,':) to
anchor the starting point of the range, and use the arrow keys
to move the cell pointer to the end of the summation range (in

this case D5). What appears against the cell indicator is the
entry
SUM(B5: D5
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which has to be completed by typing the closing parenthesis
(round bracket) and pressing <Enter>.

The Autosum Function:
Another very clever feature in Works for Windows is the facility

to automatically enter the above =SUM() function into the
worksheet. To automatically sum a series of numbers
in either a column, or a row, place the active cell
below the column, or to the right of tt-e row, and click
the Autosum Toolbar icon, shown here, or press the
<Ctrl+M> quick key combination. Works enters the
formula for you: all you have to do is press <Enter>, or click the
Enter button (V) on the Formula bar, to accept it.

Copying Cell Contents:
To copy information into other cells we could repeat the above
procedure (in this particular case entering the SUMO function in

each cell within the cell range E8 through E13), or we could
choose the Edit, Copy command, point to the cell we would like

to copy information into and Paste it.
To illustrate the copy command, activate cell E5 and choose
the Edit, Copy command, or press <Ctrl+C>, which copies the
cell contents to the Windows clipboard. Move the highlighted
cell to E8 and press Edit, Paste, or the <Ctr +V> quick key.
Then, block the cell range E8:E13 (by either using the
<Shift+Down> keystroke or dragging the mouse) aid choose
the Edit, Fill Down command.
Immediately this command is chosen, its execution causes
the actual sums of the 'relative' columns to appear on the target
area. Notice that when we activate cell E5, the function target

range is B5:D5, while when we activate cell E8 the function
target range changes to B8:D8 which indicates that copying
formulae with this method causes the 'relative' target range to
be copied. Had the 'absolute' target range been copied instead,
the result of the various summations would have been wrong.
Now complete the insertion of functions and formulae in the
rest of the worksheet, noting that 'Total Costs' is the summation
of rows 8 through 13, 'Profit' is the subtraction of 'Total Costs'

from 'Consultancy', and that 'Cumulative' in row 19 refers to
cumulative profit. Then add another column to your worksheet
to calculate (and place in column F) the average monthly values
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of earnings, costs, and profit, using the =AVG( ) function. The
worksheet, up to this point, should look like the one below. To

make room on the screei for all 6 columns we chaiged the
Font to Courier 10 points. We also emboldened all the columr
and row titles.
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Erasing Cell Contents:
If you make any mistakes and copy information into cells you
did not mean to, then choose the Edit, Clear command. To
blank the contents within a range of adjacent cells, first mark
the cell block, then use the command.

Once you are satisfied that what appea-s on your screen is
the same as what is displayed above, use the File Save As
command

to

save

your

worksheet

under

the

filename

PROJECT3, as we shall be using this example in the next
chapter.

Quick Key Combinations
We have already discussed how you can move around a
worksheet, edit information in a cell, or mark a range of cells
using the pull -down sub -menus, or the Toolbar.
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Another method of achieving these and other operations (some
of which will be discussed in the next chapter; is by the use of
quick key combinations, which do not require the menu bar to
be activated. As you get used to the Works package, you might
find it easier to use the quick key combinations which can save
you a lot of time.
following key combinations are for use with
spreadsheet module, for a full listing see Appendix B.
The

the

Moving and Selecting
Go To
Move right one window
Move left one window
Move to next named range
Move to next unlocked cell
Move to previous unlocked cell
Select worksheet row
Select worksheet column
Select whole worksheet
Cancel a selection
Activate Autosum

F5

Ctrl+PgDn
Ctrl+PgUp
Shift+F5
Tab
Shift+Tab
Ctrl+F9
Shift+F8
Ctrl+Shift+F8
Esc
Ctrl+M

Editing
Copy contents of cell above
Calculate now
View chart
View worksheet

Ctrl+' (apostrophe)
F9
Shift+F1 0

F10

Working in the formula bar
Activate/clear the formula bar
Confirm information in a cell
Confirm a range of cells
Edit cell in formula bar

Backspace, or Del
Enter
Ctrl+Enter
F2

Printing a Worksheet
To print a worksheet, make sure that the printer you propose to
use was defined when you first installed Works. To check what

was installed, choose the File, Printer Setup command. For
further details on 'Printer Setup', 'Page Setup', 'Print Preview',
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and use of 'Headers and Footers', please refer to the section
entitled 'Printing Documents' of Chapter 3. Once a printer has
been selected, Works for Windows will continue to print to that
printer from all the tools.
To
print
a
worksheet, choose
the
File,
Print

command, use the
<Ctrl+P>

key

quick

combination, or click on the
Print Toolbar icon.
opens the dialogue
shown here.

This
box,

Note that the default settings are 1 copy, all pages, anc all
text styles, etc. You can change any of the options by choosing
to print more than one copy, selecting which pages to print, and
setting Draft output, if you wish.
Before printing to paper, select the File, Print
Preview command, or click the Preview Toolbar icon,
shown here, to see how much of your worksheet will

fit on your selected paper size. This depends very
much on the chosen font. If the Preview option displays only
Micm,01%Yoas p410J1C11.WK!:1
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1900
6500
6900
[2,750

00
00
00
00

part of your worksheet, and you then direct output to the printer,
what does not fit on one page will be printed out on subsequent
pages. To fit more of your worksheet on one page, you should
reduce the selected font. Thus, the Preview option allows you
to see the layout of the final printed page, which can save a few
trees and, equaly important to you, a lot of frustraticn.

Setting a Print Area:
To select a smaller print area than the current worksheet, first
block the required area, then choose the File, Set Print Area
command and press OK. You can then either preview the
selected area, or print it on paper.

To reset the print area to the entire worksheet, choose the
Select, All command, then the File, Set Print Area command
once more, before attempting to either preview your worksheet
or send it to the printer.
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6. WORKSHEET SKILLS & GRAPHS
We will now use the worksheet saved uncer PROJECT3 (see

end of previous chapter) to show how we can add to

it,

rearrange information in it and freeze titles in order to make

entries easier, before going on to discLss more advanced
topics. If you haven't saved PROJECT3 on disc, it will be
necessary for you to enter the information into the Works for
Windows spreadsheet so that you can benefit from what is to
be introduced in this chapter. Having done this, save your work
before going on with the suggested alterations. If you have
saved PROJECT3, then choose the File, Open Existing File
command and load the PROJECT3 file. On pressing OK, the
worksheet is brought into the computer's memory and displayed
on screen.
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The Spreadsheet Toolbar
As with the word processor tool, mouse lovers have an
advantage when using the spreadsheet, in that they can make
use of the Toolbar, some of whose options we have already

discussed. The Toolbar occupies the thi-d line down of the
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If you prefer, you can turn it off by activating the
Options, Show Toolbar command. This is a toggle switch,
screen.

when the V shows the Toolbar will display, otherwise it will not.
The only advantage to be gained by not showing the Toolbar, is
that you gain one line on your screen display.
To use the Toolbar you simply click the mouse on one of the
icon buttons shown below, and the command selected will be
affected on worksheet cells that are highlighted.
Fosil:114S Sans Sent

OLo1

181,1111 110'11'11 EzielE1

C1 CI
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The meanings of the Toolbar options are as follows:
Option

Result

Font: Times New Roman Li

Specify a font for the whole
spreadsheet. Clicking the arrow (.1) will
open the list of fonts

12

Specify

a

font size for

the whole

spreadsheet. Clicking the arrow (I) will
open the list of available sizes
Embolden highlighted cell contents
Make selected cell contents italic
U
L

Underline highlighted cells
Left align highlighted cells

Centre align highlighted cells
Right align highlighted cells

Format selected cells as currency
Format selected cells as percent
Format selected cells as commas
Activate Autosum function
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Display the current chart, if there is
one

Print preview the set print range
Activate the Print command

Controlling Cell Contents
We will now add some more information to the worksheet with
the insertion of another quarter's figures between columns E
and F. In fact, we need to insert four columns altogether.
In general, you can insert or delete columns and rows in a
worksheet, copy cell contents (including formulae) 'rom Dn e
part of the worksheet to another and freeze titles in order to
make entries into cells easier.

Inserting Rows & Columns:
To insert columns into a worksheet, point to the column heading

where a column is to be inserted and press the left mouse
button, which highlights the whole column. Then choose the
Edit, Insert Row/Column command. Had we highlighted a
specific cell. say F1, chcosing the Edit, Insert Row/Column
command would have opened a dialogue box, asking you to
specify 'row' or 'column' insertion.
Repeat the insertion command three more times so that the
column headed 'Average' appears in column J. To insert three
columns in one operation, select the three columns tc the right

of where you want the insertion before you choose the Edit,
Insert Row/Column command. We could now start entering
information into the empty columns, but if we did this first, we
would then have to first replicate and then edit appropriately,
the formulae used to calculate the various results for the first
quarter.

An alternative, much easier, way is to copy everything from

the first quarter to the second and then only edit tie actual
numeric information within the various columns. We will chcose
this second method to achieve our goal. First, highlight the cell

block B3:E19 and choose the Edit, Copy command, or
<Ctrl+C>, then move the active cell to F3 .and use Edit, Paste,
or the <Ctrl+V> quick key combination.
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What you will notice immediately
is that the cells in row 5,
columns F to I, are filled with hashes.
The reason for this is that
their width is insufficient to hold
the
displayed in them without truncation. numbers that should be
F3119
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D
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2
3
5

6

I
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Mar
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E
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7

8
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04 000
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01.300

14
IS

06.700 00
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16
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09.000
01 SOO
0900
0500

00 F: 000 0:
00
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t.3 000 00 04 800
00 09 000 00
0500 00
,,00 00,01 500 00
0300 00
00 00'
0900 00
0200 00
,150 00.
0500 00
.

0150 00
0250 00

0300 00

0:

E0 00
0900 00
:00 00 03 600 00

016.400 00 04,200 00 ES 500
00

0t

-00

028.600 00 09.P01 00
F9.500 00

09.

03.600.00 01.100 00 01.200
00

028.600 00

:::SttAt:

To change the width of the newly
inserted columns F to I, use
the Format, Column Width command,
width of the cells from 10 characters and change the default
the highlighted columns are suitably to 12. Now the widths of
adjusted, edit the copied
headings 'Jan', 'Feb', 'Mar', and '1st Quart'
to 'Apr', 'May', 'Jun',
and '2nd Quart'. Save the resultant
work
under the filename
PROJECT4 (don't forget to use the
Save As command)!

Freezing Titles:
Note that by the time the highlighted
the 'titles' in column A have scrolled bar is moved to column J,
to the left and are outside
the viewing

area of the screen. This will make

editing of
numeric information very difficult if we can't
see what refers to
what. Therefore, before we attempt
be a good idea to use the 'Titles' any further editing, it would
command ability of Works for
Windows to freeze the titles in column
To freeze column (or row) headingsA and row 1.
on a worksheet, move
the highlighted bar to the cell
below
the
column (or to the right
of the row) you wish to freeze
on
the
screen
(in our case B2),
and select the Options, Freeze
Titles toggle command.
On execution, the headings
on the chosen column (and row)
are frozen and the highlighted bar cannot
be moved into the
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frozen area. Moving around the worksheet, leaves the headings
in these columns (and/or rows) frozen on the screen. Carry this
out and change the numbers in the worksheet cells F5 to H13
to those below.
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Note: If you examine this worksheet carefully, you will notice

that two errors have occurred; one of these has to do with the
average calculation in column J, while the other has lo do with
the accumulated values in the second quarter.

Non -Contiguous Address Range:
The calculations of average values in co umn J of the above
worksheet are wrong because the range values in the formula
are still those entered for the first quarter only.
To correct these, highlight cell J5 and press F2 to edit the
formula displayed in the formula bar from =AVG(B5:D5) to
=AVG(B5:D5, F5: H5)

which on pressing <Enter> changes the value shown in cel J5.
Note the way the argument of the function is written when
non-contiguous address ranges are involved. Here we have two
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contiguous address ranges B5:D5 and F5:H5
which we

separate with a comma.

Now replicate the formula to the J8:J13 cell
range by
highlighting cell J5, choosing the Edit, Copy
command,
or
<Ctrl+C>, move the highlight to cell J8 and
J se Edit, Paste.
Then drag the highlight from J8 to J13 (to select
choose the Edit, Fill Down command. Finally, the range) and
repeat the Paste

operation for the target cells J15 and J17.

Relative and Absolute Cell Addresses:
Entering a mathematical expression into Works,
such as the
formula in cell C19 which was
=B19+C17

causes Works to interpret it as 'add the contents of
cell one
column to the left of the current position, to the
contents
of cell
two rows above the current position'.
In this way, when the
formula was later replicated into cell address
D19, the contents
of the cell relative to the left position of
D19 (i.e. C19) and the
contents of the cell two rows above it
instead of the criginal cell addresses (i.e. D17) were used,
entered in C19. This is
relative addressing.
To see the eff act of relative versus absolute
addressing, type
in cell E19 the fcrmula
=E5-E15

which will be iiterpreted as relative addressing.
another row to your worksheet, namely 'Profit/Quart' Now, add
in row 21,
and copy the fcrmula in cell E19 to cell
E21, using the Edit
Copy command. To place the new heading
in column A, you
will need to select the toggle command Options.
Freeze Titles
to unfreeze the worksheet titles. The displayed
calculated
value
in E21 is, of course, wrong (displayed in
parentheses)
because
the cell references in the copied formula
are now given as
=E7-E17

as the references were copied relatively.
Now change the formula in E19 by editing it
=SES5-$E$1 5
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to

which is interpreted as absolute addressing. Copying this

formula into cell E21 calculates the correct result. Highlight cell
E21 and observe the cell references in its formula; hey have
not changed from those of cell E19.
The $ sign must prefix both the column reference and the row
reference. Mixed cell addressing is permiled; as for example

when a column address reference is needed to be taken as
absolute, while a row address reference is needed to be taken
as relative. In such a case, only the column letter is prefixed by
the $ sign.
Finally, correct the formula in cells 119 and 121 (they should

both contain '-$E$19+$1$17') in order to obtain the results
shown below.
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Moving Cell Contents:
To improve the printed output of PROJECT4, we could move
the caption to somewhere in the middle of the worksheet. Since

the cell whose contents we propose to move is frozen, the
move command has to be preceded by additional keystrokes.
With the keyboard, first unfreeze the title in column 1 by moving
the highlighter to column 2, and choosing the Options, Freeze
Titles command; with the mouse, simply point and cl ck at cell
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Al which causes a duplicate of the cell to
appear on screen.
Now, highlight cell Al (or its duplicate) and
choose the Edit,

Cut command (<Ctrl+X>, which removes the cell
contents from
the worksheet and places them on the
Windows clipboard),
then highlight cell F1 and Paste the clipboard's
contents. Save
the resultant worksheet under the filename
PROJECTS.

Multiple Windows
A window can be split into panes which allows
the display of
different parts of a worksheet as shown below.
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Although this can be done either by using the
command or by dragging the split bar to the Window, Split
position
with the mouse, splitting a window vertically,required
does not allow
independent horizontal scrolling. Conversely, splitting
a window
horizontally, does not allow independent vertical scrolling.
Thus,
you need to split a window into four panes (the
maximum
allowable) in order to view greatly separated areas in diagonal
panes.

A better method of displaying such areas is
with multiple
windows. Each window can then be scrolled independently
in
any direction. As an example of the use of multiple
windows,
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open PROJECT5, save it as PROJECT6 (necessary in order to
get an identical copy of the worksheet under a different name),

and then re -open PROJECT5. Now use the Window, Tile
command to size the two windows as shown below.
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Adding Worksheet Charts
Works for Windows allows you to represent information

in

graphical form which makes data more accessible to non -expert
users who might not be familiar with the spreadsheet format. In
any case, the well known saying 'a picture is worth a thousand
words', applies equally well to charts and figures.
You can select the charting facility of Works for Windows by

first selecting a data range to be charted on your worksheet,
then choosing the Charts, Create New Chart
command, or pressing the Charts Toolbar icon,
shown here. This places you it 'Charting' mode and
in a separate window. A completely new set of nenu
commands is available, as is a new Toolbar.
Although Works for Windows has eight main two-dimensional
chart and graph types, including bar, stacked bar, pie, line and
hi -low charts, there are many optional ways to view them and

they can be grouped and overlapped which allows you to add
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considerably to the list. The different chart -types can be

selected from the Gallery options menu, or from the new
Toolbar, when you are in a charting window.

To enhance your charts you can add titles, legends, labels,
and can select grids, fill types, scaling, fonts, etc. These charts
(you can have several per spreadsheet) can De displayed on

the screen and can be sent to an appropriate output device,
such as a plotter or printer.
The eight main graph -types available are listed below and are
normally used to demonstrate the following relationships
between data:
Bar

For comparing differences in data - a bar chart
displays the values of dependent variables as
two-dimensional bars.
Stacked Bar For comparing cumulative data.
100% Bar
for displaying differences in
data as
percentages of the total.
Line
For representing data values with points
joined by lines and appearing at equal
intervals along the x-axis. For such charts, the

x-axis could be intervals

in

time, such as

labels representing months.

Stacked Line For representing the total in each category. A
line chart in which the lines are stacked.
Hi -Lo -Close For showing the extreme high and low values
for each point in two or more series of values.
This type of graph is useful or showing the
high, low, and closing values in tracing figures
Pie

in shares.
For comparing parts with the whole. This type
of graph can display data blocks as slices of a
pie.

Slices can be shown cisconnected or

'exploded' from the rest of the pie.
YJY

For showing relationships between X and Y.

The data points need not appea- in equal
intervals along the x-axis. Data blocks for
such graphs are defined in pairs; each pair
consisting of one y-axis block and one x-axis
block.
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Charts can be displayed on the screen at the same time as the
worksheet, but in a separate window. As charts are dynamic,
any changes made to the data are automatically reflected on
the defined charts.

Preparing for a Bar Chart:
In order to illustrate some of the graphing capabilities of W Drks

for Windows, we will now plot the income from consultancies
graph of the PROJECTS file.

First we need to define what we want to chart. However, the
specified range of data to be charted must be contiguous for
each chart. But, in our example, the range of data is split into
two areas: Jan -Mar (occupying cell pcsitions B3:D3), and
with
the
F3:H3),
cell
positions
(occupying
Apr -Jun
corresponding income values in cells B5:D5 and F5:-15. Thus,
to create an appropriate contiguous data range, we must first

replicate the labels and values of these two range areas in
another area of the spreadsheet (say, beginning in cell B23 for
actual month labels and B24 for the values of the
corresponding income), as shown below.
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To do this, use the Edit, Copy and Paste commands to copy
the labels in the above two cell -ranges into the target area.
However, before you replicate the cells containing numeric
values. consider what might happen if these cells contained
formulae. and you used the Edit, Paste command to replicate
them. Using this command would cause she relative cell
addresses to adjust to the new locations and each formula will
then recalculate a new value for each cell which will give wrong
results.

The Paste Special Command:
The Edit, Paste Special command allows you to ccpy only cell
references without adjusting to the new location. To do this,
mark the cell range to be copied (in this case B5:D5) and
choose the Edit, Copy command, move the highlighter to cell

B24 and press Edit, Paste Special, select the Values only
option from the displayed dialogue box and press <Enter>, or

select OK. Now repeat the same procedure for the values
under Apr -Jun. but copy them into E24 to fo-m a contiguous
data range.
Finally, unfreeze the Title protection and add labels for

'Months' and 'Income' in cells A23 and A24, respectively, as
shown on the previous page.

The Charts Command
To obtain a chart of 'Income' versus 'Months', block cell range
A23:G24 and choose the Charts, Create New Chart

command, or the Charts Toolbar icon. Works for Windows
clears the screen and draws a bar chart (being the default) of
the information contained in the blocked range of cells, as
shown on the next page.

The chart is displayed in its own window, so to return to the
worksheet you press the <Ctrl+F6> keys, or Lse the Window
menu options. Choosing Charts again, reveals that the chart
just displayed on screen appears under the name 1 Chart1 in
the sub -menu. To select a different type chart, you must return
to Chart mode by selecting a Chart window. You can then
choose the Gallery command which reveals a sub -menu with
all the available chart types. Note that the Bar type has a tick
against it indicating Chartl's type. You coulc select another
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type from the displayed list, but if you do your Bar chart will not
be saved.

To select another type of chart, but still retain the first one,

activate the Charts, create New Chart command, which
makes a copy of the current chart as 2 Chart2 and displays it.
the
Gallery
Use
command
the
choose

and

Line
option, which offers
the choice of 6 types
line graphs, as
shown here.
If you need a more
detailed (aid more
colourful) description
of

of these options we
suggest that you use

the Help button from this box. Pressing the « and » buttons
below the Help menu bar will step you through complete de:ails
of all the available chart types. When satisfied, press <Alt+F4>
to return to the Chart window.
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Before making a selection from the Line box, look at the six
icons located in the centre of the Toolbar. The Line icon should
be 'depressed'. Now press the Next button, which will open the

Pie dialogue box and, in turn, depress the Pie icon. Use the
Next and Previous buttons to view all the available chart
options and, at the same time, note the meanings of the icons
on the Toolbar.

When you return to the line dialogue box, select the default
option (1), by double-clicking on its button. This will produce a
line chart similar to the following.
nil Elle

Edh

Gallery

Format

Options

Charts

Window

Help

E19.000 00

E17.000 00

El 5.000 00

E13.000 00

Jan

I- et,

Mar

May

Press ALT lo choose commends.

1
The shape of the line chart was improved by choosing the
Format, Vertical (Y) Axis command and typing
13000

in the Minimum box.

There are a lot of other options that you can specify when
creating a chart. Some of these are self ev dent, like titles,
legends, data labels, and the inclusion of axis labels and grid
lines. These will be discussed only if needed in the examples

that follow.
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Saving Charts:

Charts are saved with a spreadsheet when you save the
spreadsheet to disc. Thus, saving the spreadsheet under the
filename PROJECT7, will ensure that your charts are also
saved under the same name. Since each chart is linked to the
spreadsheet from which it was derived, if information on the
spreadsheet changes, the charts associated with it will also
change automatically.

Customising a Chart
In order to customise a chart, you need to know how to add
titles and axis labels, how to change text fonts, the colour and
pattern of the chart, and how to incorporate grid lines.

Drawing a Multiple Bar Chart:
As an exercise, open PROJECT7, if it is not already in memory,

so we can build a new bar -type chart which deals with the
monthly 'Costs' of Adept Consultants. As there are six different
non-contiguous sets of costs, you must first copy them

(including the cost description labels) using the Edit, Paste
Special command, into a contiguous range below the 'Income'
range (starting, say, at cell A27), as showr below.
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Press ALT to choose commands. or F2 to add
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[600
1300
[150
1350

00
00
00
00
[1.300 00

Apr

[3.500
1500
[300
1150
1300
[1.250

30

00

015 0110 00 116.000 OD [15.500 00
[3.000
1500
[300
[200
[300
11.200

00
00
30
30

III, 000

Bey
30

Apr
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00
00
00
00
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14.000 00
[550.00
1300 00
[120 00
0350 00
01.300 00

Having done this, copy the 'Months' labels from row 23 to row

26 and save the resultant worksheet under the filename
PROJECT8.
Now block the cell range A26:G32, as shown and choose the
Charts, Create New Chart command. Immediately t'uis is done,
the bar chart Df the 6 different monthly costs is drawn
automatically for each month in a different colcur. The diagram

below will appear on your screen, after using the Options,
Display as Printed command.
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Chart Titles, Fonts & Sizes:
To add a chart title, choose the Edit Titles command which
causes this dialogue box to be displayed on your screen.
'ADEPT
Now type
I Mrs
Consultants' in the
pleat Idle.

Chart title field and

'ADE Pi Consultants
114onthls Costs

Hip...sold IX) Ans.

I

Yedects1(Y) An.

[

Cancel

1

'Monthly Costs' in the
Subtitle field of the
box
dialogue
select OK.

BAkt Vennal Ann L
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and

Both the title and subtitle will immediately appear on screen.
To change the font and size of the newly created title, use the
Format, Title Font command to display the 'TitleFont' dialogue

box from which you can choose any of the fonts available to
Works for Windows, and set its size by selecting from a list of
sizes given in points; a point being 1/72 of an inch.

To change the font of other text and numbers in a chart,
choose the Format, Other Font command which displays a
similar dialogue box.
The fonts and sizes of the text in the chart below were set as
follows:

Chart title: Bookman, bold and italic, size 16
Other text & numbers: Bookman, size 8

Grid lines were added by selecting the Format, Vertical (Y)
Axis command and activating the Show Gridlines option.
ADEPT Cons-id:ants
Monthly Costs
L5,00000

£4000 00

L 3,000 00

L2,030 00

L 1,000 00

L -m=-

will=_

£000

Wages

ME Travel

H eat/Ughl

tau

Phone/Fa:

D

r...1

Rent

M A dyads

Printing a Chart:
Before printing, or previewing a chart, you should cieck your
page settings with the File, Page Setup & Margins command.
This opens a dialogue box similar to that siown on page 43, but
with the extra Size options.

Screen Size - Prints the chart the same size as it appears on
the screen.
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Full Page, Keep Proportions

- Prints charts so that they
use the full paper width (between the margins), but scales

the vertical size to keep the chart in proportion.
Full Page - The default option, stretches the chart to take up

the full page (between all four margins). This can produce
some weird charts with portrait paper setting.

Our example was set at Screen Size. Before printing a chart it
is wise to always Preview it, by clicking the Preview Toolbar

icon. You may find that you have to adjust your text font
settings to get all the chart text to display. When you are
satisfied, press Print to record your chart on paper, or Cancel,
to return to the chart window.

Drawing a Pie Chart:
As a second example in chart drawing, use the 'Average' values

of the costs from the worksheet of PROJECT8 tc plot a pie
chart. Select the range J8:J13 and again, use the Charts,
Create New Chart command to define a new chart. Click Next

twice to open the 'Pie' dialogue box and double click your
mouse on the 4 option. Your range should now be displayed in
a colourful pie chart.
The
Data Labels
-1st Label

0 yea"

O Para

*pi Coolants
O L. 2. 3.
0 Kano

12nd Label'

OK

O yfik.o.
0 Pe.eentogos
o Cef Content.

Cancel

Hsi°

01.2.3.
0 Nftn

to

'elevens e

opted limp

Col Barge. [ABA13

Simeatisheet.
Ole

111

Eua.pte Cal MI

labels

on

each

segment are not very
self explanatory though.
To remedy this use the
Edit,
Data
labels
commar d
and
type
A8:A13 in the Cell
Range text box as

shown here. Select OK
to

leave the box and

return to your chart.
Add an appropriate title to the chart and allocate a font and size
to it

as described previously. Your chart should now look

something like that shown on the next page.

To explode one of the segments of the pie ciart, choose the
Format, Patterns & Colors command and select the number
of the slice you would like to appear detachec from the
displayed dialogue box (slices in this case are rumbered from 1
to 6 and are allocated to the pie chart in a clockwise direction).

Thus, to explode the 'Rent' slice, select 3 in the Slices box,
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then activate the Explode Slice option and press the Format
and Close buttons. In this way, you can emphasise one or
more portions of the chart.
Elle

Edit

Qallery

Microsoft Works 0410JF C19.WKS Chaff)]
Format Qptions charts Window Help

Adopt Consultants Ltd
Average Monthly Costs

Adverts (20 7%)

Phone/Fax (5 4%)
111111111Miliono._

Heat/Light (2 4%)

Wages (57 9',.)

Rent (5 0%)

Travel (8 6%)

\F:ress ALT to choose commends

To cancel an 'exploded' selection, use the Format, Data

Format command and press the Format All and Close
buttons. Selecting other slices for exploding, without first
cancelling previous selections, adds to the selection.

Mixing Chart Types:

To illustrate a combination of a bar and line chart, we will
consider the variable monthly costs of Adept Consultants. -his
requires us to delete row 29 (the 'Rent' cost, which is fixed)
from the worksheet. Just as well, since Wcrks for Windows can
only deal with a maximum of six categories and we would like to
introduce average monthly costs as our six -.h category.

Use the Edit command to delete the row dealing with 'Rent'

from your worksheet, then create a new category

in

the

renumbered row 32, to hold the average variable monthly ccsts.

We will leave it to you to work out and place the cell formulae
for this operation. If you have worked your way to here, this
should not be too much of a problem.
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To create a mixed chart, first mark the A26:G32 cell block and
use the Charts, Create New Chart command. The chart will
look very simila- to the 'Costs' bar chart, discussed previously,
with a difference: there is no 'Rent' cost, but there is an

'Average' addition. Now use the Format, Mixed Line & Bar
command, select the Line L option for the 6th Y -Series from

the revealed dialogue box, and press the OK button. The
following chart should appear on the screen. Save your
worksheet as PROJECTS.
File
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Gallery

Mir rosoft Works IPFIOJECT9.WKS - Chart
Formal c)p
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bz [4121 L tig
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Z:71111 ALT
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IN Travel
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Heet/L,ght
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kr) choose commends.

is possible to display data using two y-axes, by using two
different chart types; one type is then displayed on the left
y-axis and another type is displayed on the right y-axis. The
It

same thing can also be applied to two sub -groups of the same
chart type. To do this, use the Format, Two Vertical (Y) Axes

command and specify on the revealed dialogue box which
series you want o appear on the left axis and which on the right
axis.
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7. THE DATABASE TOOL
A Works for Windows database is a file which contains related
information, such as 'Customer's Names', 'Consultancy Details',
'Invoice No.', etc. A phone book is a simple database, stored on
paper. In Works for Windows each record is entered as a

worksheet row, with the fields of each record occupying
corresponding columns.

The next section deals with the basic concepts of using a
database, along with the database 'jargon' that is used in this
book. If you are not familiar with database terminology then you
should read this section first.
A database is a collection of data that exists, and is organised
around a specific theme, or requirement. A database is used for
storing information, so that it is quickly accessible. In the case
of Works for Windows, data is stored in data -files which are
specially structured files that reside on disc like other disc -tiles.
To make accessing the data easier, each row or record of data
within a database is structured in the same fashion, i.e., each
record will have the same number of columns, or fields.
We define a database and its various elements as follows:
Database

A collection of data organised for a specific

Data -file

theme.
Disc -file in which data is stored.

Record
Field
Form

A row of information relating to a single entry
and comprising one or more fields.
A single column of information of the same
type, sLch as people's names.
A screen in which one record of data can be
entered, displayed, or edited.
in
a
whole database displayed
spreadsheet -like format. Multiple records can
be entered and edited.

List

The

Query

A set of instructions to search the database
for records with specific properties.

A good example of a database is a telephone directory. To
cover the whole country many directories are needed, just as a
database can comprise a number of data -files. The following
example shows how data is presented in such a directory.
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Prowse H.B., 91 Cabot Close
Pruce T.A., 15 Woodburn Road
Pryce C.W., 42 North Gate Road
Pryor A., 38 Western Approach
Pryor B.E., 79 Trevithick Road
Queen S.R., 4 Ruskin Crescent
Regan R.B., 1 Woodland Avenue

Truro 76455
Plymouth 223248
St Austel 851662
Plymouth 238742
Truro 74231
Camborne 712212
Bodmin 78236

Information is structured in fields which are identified below, for
a single record, as follows:
Name

Address

Town

Tel No.

Pryor B.E.

79 Trevithick Road

Truro

742310

Creating a Database
A database file, i-i Works for Windows, is created with the File,
Create a New File command and then selecting Database.
This produces a screen similar to that shown be ow.
wl Elle Eat Select Fermat Qpilions
Fort T 'MSS New Roman ioELI
3.4an 3.0cm

View

window

I

Press ALT for commends: type tend followed by to create field.
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Help

A database file DATA1.WDB is opened as a default. You should
not forget to change its name, but without an extension, when

you save

it.

All database files are automatically given the

extension .WDB when they are saved.

Database Screens:
This opening screen is a 'Form' window, or view. Or it we will
build a 'front end' form to enter, and access, our data.

The other way of looking at, and accessing, a Works for
Windows database is through the 'List' screen, as shown below.
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Press ALT to choose commends or F2 to edit
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The above shows the records of a simple database, suitab e for

keeping track of the invoices issued by a small engineering
consulting company. As an example we will go through the
stages of setting up this database with the Works for Windows
package.

tzg

As previously mentioned, when a database file is
opened, the Form window is shown on the screen.
Press F9, or the List Toolbar icon show here, or

choose View, List, to switch to an empty List screen.
This gives a spreadsheet type view of the database, with the
numbers down the left hand side referring to individual records,
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and the column headings referring to the database fields. The
status line, at the bottom, shows which record the cursor is in,
how many records are currently displayed, and how many are
in the database.
Help MSWOHKS
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Edit Bookmark Help
iroaraerds I Isaiah
Lack I H.4.1

it

I
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1

There are two ways to work with your database information
In pang .new you work with one record at a time on a customized form you create such as an
invoice or statement

Woe

S.

u........ ha
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1 al r. Too C.o.s., -- ID

dot

1

Feld name

22112 OM* PK

Gov

Label

neft$0,91

VA

Fmk! era,

In 115tylun you work with many records at once m e hst similar to a spreadsheet
NM name
22381 42 Ave NE-r1kM 'My

Recall

In addrhon you can use. uery view to select a particular group of records and reportdetrdron ...w to
get summary information on your records
When you create a new database. Works displays it in loan view You design a ilfrfl. and then build
your database by entering information one record at a time To learn more about using the Database
see the Microsoft Works for Windows ,

The above screen of useful descriptive information is part of the
Help system's Database Overview, which is well worth viewing.
Use F9, or the Form Toolbar icon shown, or the View,
Form command, to change back to the Form window.
We will use this window to build a suitable entry form
for our database. As it is a multi -page window, the
co-ordinate information on the line below the Toolbar is needed
to keep track of the current cursor position. This gives X and Y
co-ordinates in the current system dimension units, (measured
from the top left hand corner of each printed page). The
page
number of the current cursor position is shown on the Status

[21

Bar. The overall maximum form dimensions can be 3 pages
long by 3 screens wide. A form can contain up to 256 database
fields, as well as titles, labels and other text. Each field can hold

up to 256 characters. A database can contain up to 32,000
records, which should be enough for most people!
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Creating a Form
Move the cursor, either with the mouse, or the arrow keys, to
the approximate screen location (X 2.5", Y 2.5"), and type

Customer Name:
Make sure you do not omit the colon. Press <Enter>, select a
width of 19 characters, and a height of 1 line, in the dialogue
box. A dotted line
IS

X2.50' Y2.75*

Field Size

IMO

HM* II

'field

to
the
location
right of the field
the
name, and
cursor is moved

OK

Width: [1

produced,

showing the

J
1

down to the next

Customer Name

line,
here.

1

as

shown

Enter the remaining fields as shown in the table below.

Field Name

Width

Details:
Inv.No:
Issued:
Paid:

20

0/D:

5

Total:

9

6
9
4

You should now have a basic database entry form which looks
something like the one shown at the top of the next page.
If you press the F9 key, or the List Toolbar icon. you will see
that the List screen now has a row of field titles along the top,
above the working area. All of the titles are not, at the moment,
visible, as the default column width for a List screen is 10, and
some of the fields are longer than this.
These widths can be altered by placing the cursor in the top
left cell

of the screen, choosing the Format, Field Width

command, typing 19 in the box and pressing <Enter>. The List
screen field widths are in fact independent of those chosen for

the Form screen. In our example, we want them to be the
same, so alter the other widths as well and then return to the
form screen.
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Microsoft Works petal!
Fort Cowie
X2.67' Y4 29'

Customer Name:
Details:
Inv.No:
Issued:
Paid:
0/D:

Total:

it,

Press ALT for commands, tyae text followed by to create held

Pg 1

1

ON

Form Editing:
Before entering any records, the entry form would benefit from
some cosmetic attention. Place the cursor in the cell holding the
field title 'Details:' and choose the Edit, Position Field
command. The mouse pointer changes to a hand and lets you
drag an outline of the field around the screen. Move the field to
the right until the top two fields are lined up on ?he colon. Move
the other fields so that all the colons are in one vertical line, or
until you have a layout you prefer. You will find that you can
simply select a field with your mouse pointer and drag it to a
new position.
With the Edit sub -menu commands you can move, copy, and
delete fields. The editing quick key combinations, given on page

28, and at the end of the chapter, can also be used in the
database section.

Place the cursor on the second screen line, at about the
position (X 2.9), type the database title
ADEPT CONSULTANTS LTD

and press <Enter>. As there was no colon at the end of the
entered text, Works for Windows accepts it as a label, not a
field. Labels can be placed in any unused space on the form
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screen. As the title is still highlighted it is a good time to carry
out any enhancements. Click on the Underline Toolbar icon.
Enter the other labels shcwn in the diagram below.
Elie

Edit

Feet Ceefier

*Nrselev

ELL

Ella

t1`41111 NIA

NOWQ
ADEPT CONSULTANTS LTD
invoice Annlysia

Customer Name: VORTEX Cu. Ltd
Details: Wind Tunnel Tests
Issued:
Paid:
O/D:

Total:

Inv.No:

04/03/93

0_ (Enter

1

8901

if paid. 0 if not)

Days overdue
£120.84

1.1
for commands. F2 to ed't craLPGDWUP for next record.

Pgl

13

15/18

Hiding a Field Name:
The date cell, shown above as 22 June 1993, is not a label. If
you look closely you will see the cell has a dotted line below it. It
is, in fact, a database field (called Date:), containing a formula
to generate the current date, and with its field name switched
off.

Place the cursor in the fifth line down, and create a 'Date:'
field 17 characters wide. For the moment we will leave this cell

empty. To hide it, highlight its field name, and choose the
Format, Show Field Name command. The field name 'Date:'
should now be turned off. If you wanted, you could now place a
different label on top of it. This technique is useful if you want to
keep actual field names short, but need longer descriptive ones
on the front-end form, as with the 'Overdue:' field shown in our
previous example.
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Entering Data in a Form
We will now enter the first record into the database. Your
cursor

should be in the date cell. Press <Tab> to move to the

'Customer Name:' field, and type:
Vortex Co. Ltd
press <Tab> and type,
Wind Tunnel Tests
press <Tab> and type,
4/3/93
press <Tab> and type,
8901
press <Tab> and type,
0
press <Tab> twice, and type,
120.84
press <Tab>

Nothing should have been entered in the 0/D: field.
The last <Tab> should have completed the entry of record

1,

and brought up an empty form for the next record. Press
<Ctrl+PgUp>, to move back one record, to the date cell of

record 1.

When moving about

a form, <Tab> and <Shift+Tab>, move
the cursor between fields, whereas
<Ctrl+PgUp> and
<Ctrl+PgDn>, move between adjacent records.
Moves to FIRST record
Moves to PREVIOUS record
Moves to NEXT record
Moves to LAST record

Page number

14

ALT for commands. F2 to edit CTRL+PGDN/UP for next record.

Pql

The arrow buttons on the left end of the Horizontal
Scroll Bar
can also be used to step through the records of a database, as
is shown above.

Using Formulae in a Field:
Database formulae have two main applications; to automatically
force the same entry in each similar field of the database, or to
calculate the contents of one field based on those of another.
Each database field can only contain one formula. Once it is
entered in the field of one record, it is automatically entered
into
all the other records. As in the spreadsheet a formula must
always be preceded by an equal sign (.).
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In our database example we will enter formulae in two fields,
the date formula next, and one that calculates the contents of a
field, a little later on. With the cursor in the date cell type
=NOW()

As with the spreadsheet, this formula is shown on the screen,
both in the cell and in the formula bar, at the top of the screen.
When you press <Enter>, a long number should appear in the
date cell, but the formula will still be shown in the formula bar. It

generates the number of days since the beginning of the
century, by using the internal computer clock. Works for
Windows can use such numbers to carry out mathematical
operations using dates.

Formatting Field Cells:
As with a spreadsheet, each field can be given a specific
number, or date/time format. A format set in any field of a
database record, will force that format for the whole of that
database field.

In our example, the date number can be converted to the
current date by changing the format of the cell. With the cell
selected, choose the Format, Time/Date command, and select
Month,day,year and Long from the dialogue box and press
OK to produce the date in the format shown. There are many
different ways to show dates, as well as several 12-, and 24 hour time formats. We will leave it to you to explore these other
options. If the cell fills with the hash character (#), do not panic,
it only means the date is too long for the cell width. Simply alter
the cell width with the Format, Field Size command.
The Total field, on our form, also needs formatting. Select it
and choose Format, Currency, with 2 decimal places, to show
a leading '£' sign.

Locking Fields:
All fields in a Works for Windows database are initially locked
when first created. These locks, however, only become
effective when they are 'activated', with the Options, Protect
Data command. Not only do these locks prevent the data in a
cell from being accidentally altered, but they also cause the
<Tab> key to ignore the cell, when you are moving around the
form, or entering data.
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In our case, we need the current date cell to be protected,
so
we must unlock the other fields, before turning the protection
facility on. Select each field in turn, and choose the command
combination Format, Style, followed by <Alt+k>. At the same
time, while in the Style dialogue box, the cell alignments
and
other styles, could also be changed. When all the fields,
except
'Date:', have been unlocked, choose the Options, Protect
Data
command. The date field should now be fully protected. In fact,
it is now inaccessible until
database protection is toggled off
again.

Complete the data entry by typing in the remaining 14 records
shown in the screen dump on page 99. When you have saved
the database as INVOICE1, a List view should then be the
same as that printout.

Sorting a Database:
The records in our database are in the order in which they
were
entered, with the invoice numbers, in the 'Inv.No:' field, shown
in ascending order. However, once records have been entered,
you might find it easier to browse through
the database if it
were sorted in a different way; say, in alphabetical order of
'Customer Name'. This might also make it easier to use the
database for other operations, such as a mail merge. Works
for
Windows has an easy to use sort function, whici can be
accessed from either the Form or List screen.
With the cursor in any location, choose the Select,
Sort
Records command. In the 1st Field box type the name of the
first field to be sorted, in our case Customer Name, and
select
Ascend (Alt+A). This sorts the field in an ascending order,
from A - Z, and from 0 - 9. A descending sort order
is the
reverse. If you decide to have a secondary sort field (say
you
want invoices for the same company to appear in ascending
order of invoice number), it is a simple matter to define
a
secondary sort range, before sorting. The three sort ranges
available should be enough for most purposes.
Issuing these commands should produce the display
shown
on the next page.
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Now re -sort the database, in ascending order on tl-e 'Inv.No:
field, to return it to the original format.

Date Arithmetic:
There are several date functions which can be used in WorkE
for Windows to carry out date calculations. For example, typinc
the function =DATE(89,4,18) - 18/4/89 backwards - works ou7
the number of days since 31 December 1899. These functions
are included to make Works for Windows more compatible with
Lotus 1-2-3, but Works for Windows has an easier, and quzker,
way of dealing with data arithmetic. Just typing a date into a
cell,

in one of the accepted date formats, allows Works for

Windows to use the date number in any calculations. When a
date is typed in a field or a spreadsheet cell, what ac:ually
shows in that cell depends on the cell format. If '30/10/65', (a
date in short date format), is typed into a cell, it will be shown as
30 October 1966 in long date format, or 22219, in any of the
number formats.
The function

=NOWQ-30/10/66
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gives the difference in days (if the appropriate cell is formatted
for integer numbers) between now and the mentioned date.
We will use this function to work out the number of overdue

days for the unpaid invoices in our example, by typing the
following formula into the 0/D field cell:
=NOWO-Issued
However, before we proceed, we should take into consideration
the fact that, normally, such information would not be necessary
if an invoice has already been paid. Therefore, we need to edit

the formula to make the result conditional on non-payment of

the issued invoice.

The IF Function:
The =lF function allows comparison between two values with
the use of special 'logical' operators. The logical operators we
can use are listed below.

Logical operators

<=
>=
<>

Equal to
Less than
Greater than
Less than or Equal to
Greater than or Equal to
Not Equal to

The general format of the IF function is as follows:

=IF(Comparison, Outcome -if -true, Outcome -if -false)

which contains three arguments separated by commas. The
first argument is the logical comparison, the second is what
should happen if the outcome of the logical comparison is 'true',
while the third is what should happen if the outcome of the
logical comparison is 'false'.
Thus, we can incorporate an =IF function in the formula we

entered in the O/D cell, to calculate the days overdue, only if
the invoice has not been paid, otherwise '0' should be written
into

that cell.

The test

will

be on the contents

of

the

corresponding 'Paid' field of a record, and will look for anything
else but '0'.
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To edit the formula in the 0/D cell, highlight the cell and press
the Edit key (F2). Then press the <Home> cursor key, followed
of the existing formula in
by --*, to place the cursor after the
the formula line at the top of the screen and insert
IF(Paid=O,

then press the <End> cursor key to move the cursor to the and
of the existing entry and add
,0)

The edited formula should now correspond to that shown in the
screen printout below.
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Note that once a formula is entered into any one field cell it is
automatically copied to all the other cells in that field of the
database. Save the file under the name INVOICE3.
Your results will almost certainly differ from those above. The
reason for this is, of course, that the NOW() functicn returns
different numerical values when used on different dates. Tc get
the same results as those shown, you could reset your
computer clock to that used in our example. This is easily cone
from the Windows Control Panel.
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Save your work and Exit the Works for Windows program.
Open the Control Panel (see page 20), double-click the

Date/Time icon, reset the Date to '23/6/93' and press OK. Close
the Control Panel and the new date will be operational when
you re-enter Wcrks for Windows. Make sure you have saved
your work before doing this, and when you have finished this
section remember to reset the date.

Searching a Database
A database can be searched for specific records, that meet
several complex criteria, by the use of the View, Query
command, or by clicking the Toolbar Query icon,
shown here; but for a simple search, on one field
only, the Select, Find command is both quicker and
easier.

We will use the previously saved database INVOICES to
illustrate both these methods.

Let us assume we needed

to find a

record, from our

database, containing the text 'x-ray'. In the form window, with
any record showing, choose Select, Find, type x-ray in the
Find What box, and select the option, All Records. The record
for 'Silversmith Co' is brought to the screen, and the status line
indicates that this is the only record that meets the search
criterion. To check this press F9, to switch to the List screen.
Only the one record is shown, and all the others are hidden.
The command, Select, Switch Hidden Records, will retrieve
all the records which did not contain the searched for text (note
that row 8 is not included in the listing). The Select, Show All
Records command will display the complete database again.
The same search sequence can be carried out in either the
Form, or List, windows. In the Form window the whole database
is always searched, whereas with List, if a part of the database
has been selected, only that part will be searched. Otherwise
the whole database is searched, as before.

Database Query:
Sometimes it is necessary to find records in a database that
satisfy a variety of conditions. For example, n a warehouse
stock database, you may need to find all the items that were

purchased between May and July of last year, that were

ordered by a specific person, cost between £5.00 and £100.00,
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and that remained in stock for more than 60 days. In Works for
Windows this kind of search is called a query.

When a query is carried out in Works for Windows, all the
records that match the query criteria are d splayed. In List view

these are all displayed, whereas in Form view you see one
matching record at a time. Every time a query is applied the
program searches the complete database for matches
Retrieve the file INVOICE3.DBW, if it is not already loaded,
and select the List view. Choosing the View, Query command

presents a form type screen, with each field left blank. The
status line shows us that it is a QUERY view.
Assuming that we would like to search the database for all the

details of our customers whose invoices are overdue by 80 or
more days, and who owe more than £100 then we would type
in the 0/D field cell the criterion
>=80

and in the Total field cell the criterion
>100

The screen should now look like that shown below.
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Criteria may be included that refer to one field, or to several
fields, of the database (up to 256).
A label, or a value, may be entered exactly as it
appears in
the database, or the two special characters ? and * can be
used, to match any single character of a label, or all characters
to the end of the label. Preceding a label with a tilde (-), causes
the search of all labels except for that one. Thus, -Y* searches
the database for all records with an entry in that field which
does not begin with Y.
To search a database for values, either enter the value as the

exact criterion, or use a formula, such as >=80, in which the
logical operators (<, <=, >, >=, <>) can be used.

The logical operators AND (&), OR (I) and NOT (-) can be
used to link multiple conditions in any query. For example, had
we typed the criterion in the O/D cell as >=80&<120 we would
retrieve the records that were overdue by between 80 and 120
days.

When all the required criteria have been entered, return to the

List view by pressing the View, List command Only the
records which meet the search requirements will be listed. In

our case this should be three only.
I

1-1Fpeld-O.NOWD-Issued.0)
I
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6
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£120.84
£180.22
f111.551

the records again, choose Select, Show All

Records. The query criteria will remain intact until next edited.
To rapidly carry out a search, using existing criteria, simply
press F3, which is a Quick Key for the Select, Apply Query

command. Now save this worksheet under the filename
INVOICE4.

Quick Key Combinations
As with the other Works for Windows tools several of the

editing, selecting and moving menu commands can be short
circuited by using quick key combinations. These are all listed
in Appendix B. Some of the more frequently used ones are
given on the next page. Most of them are usable only with the
database, but some are common to the whole package.
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Combinations for use with the database:

Editing
Copy selection
Paste selection
Cut selection
Edit cell in formula bar
Apply query
Go To
Switch Form/List

Ctrl+C
Ctrl+V
Ctrl+X
F2
F3
F5
F9

Selecting and Moving - List View
Select record/row
Select field/column
Select whole database
To next unlocked field
To previous unlocked field
Right one window
Left one window

Ctrl+F8
Shift+F8
Ctrl+Shift+F8
Tab
Shift+Tab
Ctrl+PgDn
Ctrl+PgUp

Moving - Form and Query Views
Ctrl+PgDn
Ctrl+PgUp
Tab
Shift+Tab

To next record (Form)
To previous record (Form)
To next field
To previous field

The Database Toolbar
Mouse users of Works for Windows have an advantage when
using the database, in that they can make use of the Too bar.
This occupies the second line down of the screen. If you prefer,
you can turn it off by activating the Options, Show Toolbar
command. This is a toggle, when the 't shows the Toolbar will
display, otherwise it will not. To use the Toolbar you simply slick
the mouse on one of the icons shown belcw, and the command
selected will be effected.
The meanings of the Toolbar options are as follows:

Result

Option
Font Cougiet

-41,

Specify a font for the whole view w.ndow. Clicking the arrow (t) will open
the list of fonts
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12

LJ

Lli

Specify a font size for the whole window. Clicking the arrow (1) will open
the list of available sizes

Embolden highlighted cell contents
Make selected cell contents italic
Underline highlighted cells
Left align highlighted cells

Centre align highlighted cells
Right align highlighted cells
Change to Form view
Change to List view

Change to Query view
Change to Report view
Activate Print Preview
Activate the Print commanc
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8. DATABASE APPLICATIONS
Once a database has been created, the data sorted in :he
required order, and specific records have been searched tor,
the retrieved data can be browsed on the screen, either cne
record at a time, or in the list format, one full screen at a tine.
Some form of hard copy will almost certainly be required at
some stage, by printing part, or all, of the database to paper.

Printing from a Database
There are three main ways of printing information from a
database. In the 'Form' view, selected records are printed out in
the same format as the screen form. Printing from a 'List' view

will produce rows and columns just as they appear on :he
screen: no manipulation of the printed result is possible. To
obtain a customised print-out, possibly containing selected
fields only, but with report and page titles, totals and sub -totals,

a 'Report' must first be cefined. Data would then be printed
from the Report screen.
From the List and Form windows what is printed is controlled

by the settings in the File, Page Setup & Margins dialogue
box, as shown below. Printing from List, will produce a
spreadsheet like layout. This will only give a usable print-out, if
your database has only a few fields per record.
Printing from the Form view could probably be best used with
a diary type appointment database, or with a simple database
designed to hold, say. personnel lists or parts inventor es.
Space could be built into each form to hold a photograph on the
printed output.
the
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load
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To
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both All records and All items as in our example. When you
accept these settings a print preview should show two neatly
spaced records on the page.

Creating a Report
report can present records sorted and grouped, with
summaries, totals, and with explanatory text. Once a report
format has been set up, producing a report is a quick, almost
A

automatic

process.

The

current

records

'displayed'

in

a

database are those used to make the body of a report. The
initial process is to create a report definition, which indicates
what information will be in a report, and where it will be placed.
Microsoft have given the Report facility of Works for Windows a
'semi -automatic front end' and the production of simple report
formats is now very much easier.

Using the database we built up in the last chapter, we will
step through the process of setting up a report definition. If
necessary, retrieve the file saved as INVOICE4.WD3. This was
a database to store details of the invoices sent out by a small
company. It would be very useful, for both the accountant and
the company management, if a report like that on the next page
could be 'instantly' produced, and printed out. This summarises
all the unpaid invoices and ranks them in groups depending on
the number of months they have been overdue. Once we have

defined the format of this report,

it

will

only take a few

keystrokes, at any time in the future, to produce a similar but
updated report.

Change to the Form screen of INVOICE4.WDB, as we must
first add an extra field to the form. This will show the number of
months an invoice is overdue. We will need it to provide the
basis for sorting the database records, and b-eaking them up
into groups.

Open a new field called 'Months:', placed wherever you like
on the form, but give it a width of 3. Highligh-. the empty cell,
type the formula

=lnt(O/D/30)
and press <Enter>. Note that Works for Windows places single

inverted commas around the field name 0/D, to show it as a
label; this is because it contains the slash ciaracter '/'. The

formula produces the integer part of the cumber of days
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Invoice Analysis Report
Summary of Overdue Invoices

Customer
Name

TIME & Motion Ud
OILRIG Construct.
FREEMARKET Dealers
1-

2 Months Overdue

EUR013ASE Co. Ltd
HIRE Service Equip
EALING Engines Dgn
WORMGLAZE Ltd
2-

3 Months Overdue

PARKWAY Gravel
WESTWOOD Ltd
GLOWORM Ltd
STONEAGE Ltd
BARROWS Associates
VORTEX Co. Ud
3-

4 Months Overdue

Overall Totals
and Averages

Invoice
Number

Days
Overdue

8915
8914
8913

41
51

59

£120.35
£96.63
£560.00

3

50

£776.98

8912
8910
8909

68
74
82
86

C150.00
C290 00
C58 95

4

77

C534 82

8905
8906
8907
8904
8903
8901

95
95
95

£180 22
£68.52
£111.55
£55.98

8911

100
102

Tees!

Amount

£35 87

C99.32
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£120.84

6

100

£638.43

13

81

01,948.23

overdue, divided by thirty. In other words, the whole number of
months overdue.

We are now ready to create the report definition.
laChoose the View, Create New Report command, or
click the Toolbar Report icon shown here. The New
Report dialogue box is opened as shown overleaf.
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To complete the box as shown, type ADEPT CONSULTANTS
LTD into the Report Title box. Select the field 'Customer Name'
in the Select fields in... list box and press Add», or <Alt+A>,
to add the field to the Fields in Report list. In the same way
add the fields 'Inv.No', 'O/D' and 'Total' and then choose OK to
select the dialogue box options.

The Report Statistics box is then shown. This provides a
quick way of entering formulae into the report, to carry out
calculations and produce totals or averages, fo- example. In the

future you should find this an easy way to generate rapid
reports, but at this stage we will not use this method, so press
OK to move to the report definition screen, shown on the next
page.

The message in the pop-up box tells you to use the Print
Preview to see what yor report will look like when printed.
The working area of the screen, contains cclumns and rows
which intersect, as in the spreadsheet, to form cells.

The row types, shown on the left part of the screen,
determine the order the rows will be printed in the report, and
what action will be taken in that row.
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Title
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REPORT

the beginning of each group

created by the 1st breakfield

Intr 2nd breakfield

At the beginn ng of each group

Intr 3rd breakfield

At the beginn ng

created by the 2nd breakfield

Record

Summ 3rd breakfield
Summ 2nd breakfield
Summ 1st breakfield
Summary

of each group

created by the 3rd breakfield
Each displayed database record
At the end of each group createc by
the 3rd breakfield
At the end of each group createc by
the 2nd breakfield
At the end of each group created by
the 1st breakfield
At the end of a report

At this stage the 'Intr' anc 'Summ' line types do not appear on
our screen, as there are no breakpoints defined for the report.
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If you printed the report generated from this initial procedure we
don't think you would be overly impressed with the results. As
long as you can persevere, though, and follow us to the end of
the chapter, we are sure you will be impressed with the power
of the report generating facility.

Naming a Report:

If you open the View sub -menu you will see that a report
named 1 Report1 has been added to the menu, and a ',/' has
been placed against it. The tick means that this is the report
currently selected. Works for Windows gives any reports
generated a series of names, numbered 1, 2, 3, etc. To change

this menu name, choose Name Report, type 'Overdue' in the
Name text box and select Rename followed by OK. The View
sub -menu should now contain the option 1 Overdue. When a
database is saved, any report definitions generated are saved
with it, including sorting instructions. Obtaining a similar report
in the future is simply a matter of selecting from the View
i

sub -menu.

Defining a Report:
The definition to automatically produce the report on page 117
is shown in the next screen dump example. This was designed
to print on an A4 sheet of paper, with 1" margins.
As an example we will go through the procedure o4 producing
this report. Most of the reporting features should become

apparent during the operation. You may also find it useful to
spend a few minutes with the relevant section of the Works for
Windows tutorial.

The report definition will be easier to prepare from an empty
work area, so choose Select, All and then Edit, Clear to clear
the working area cells.
The first operation is to reset the column widths. Set columns

A, B and C to a width of

2, by selecting these columns,
choosing Format, Column Width and typing 2, followed by

<Enter>. In the same way, alter the other columns as follows: D
to 17, E to 14, F and G to 12.

Adding a Report Title:
The 'Title' rows hold any text that is to appear at the top of the
first printed page of the report. In our example we will need six
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rows

of

this type,

so we must insert four

more. Press

<Ctrl+Home> to move the cursor to the Home cell, hig-ilight the

top two cells of row A by pressing, F8 followed by the down
arrow, choose Edit, Inser. Row/Column and select Row in the
dialogue box. The next box asks what type of rows are to be
inserted; we want 'Title', which is highlighted, so press <Enter>
to complete the operation. As we highlighted two rows initially,
two new ones should have been inserted. Repeat the opera:ion
to insert a further two rows, making six in all.

To position the main report title in the centre of the prirted
page, move the cursor to column E of the top row, type
ADEPT CONSULTANTS LTD

and press <Enter>. We will leave it to you to add the other two
title lines on rows 2 and 4. To place the horizontal lire across
the page, fill the cells A5 to G5 with blank spaces (type
followed by spacebar blanks) and then underline the whole
'

range with the Toolbar Underline icon.

Adding Page Titles:
Page titles are placed in 'Headings' type rows, and appear
below the report title on the first page of a report, and at the top
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of all subsequeit pages. We will need four of these type of

rows, so insert two more, as described earlier. The top two of
these rows will hold the four report column titles, as shown on
page 117. To enter these. place:
Customer and Name
Invoice and Number
Days and Overdue
Total and Amount

-

left aligned
centre aligned
centre aligned
right aligned

-

in column A
in column E
in column F
in column G.

The easy way to select the above alignments is by clicking the
relevant icons on the Toolbar. In fact, the Toolbar is the only
way of checking the actual alignment of a cell's contents. The
alignment type of a selected cell will be shown by a depressed
Toolbar icon.
To copy the line from row 5 to row 9, place :he cursor at A6,
press F8 to sta 1 selecting, press <End> to highlight the line,
choose the Edit, Copy command (<Ctrl+C>), move the cursor
to A9 and press Edit, Paste, or <Ctrl+V>.

Using Formulae in a Cell:
The body of the report will be produced by the contents of the
'Record' row. If we type a fieldname, preceded by an equals
sign, in a 'Record' cell, Works for Windows places he contents

of that field for each record into the report.

There are also a series of statistical operators that can be

included in cell formulae. These are mainly used in 'Summ' type
rows, to produce totals, averages, etc. When placed in a 'Summ
fieldname' row they give field statistics for the previous group
printed. In a 'Summary' row the statistics refer to that field for
the whole report

Statistic
SUM
AVG
COUNT
MAX
MIN
STD
VAR

Calculates
Total of the group
Average of the group
Number of items in the group
Largest number in the group
Smallest number in the group
Standard deviation of the group
Variance of the group
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There are several ways to enter formulae in a cell. If you can
remember all your database fields, the easiest is probably to
simply type the formula in.

The Edit, Insert Field Name and Edit, Insert Field Entry
dialogue boxes list all the fields of the database. The Edit,
Insert Field Summary box lists not only the database fields,
but all the above statistical functions, which you can select to
place in a 'Summ', or 'Summary', type row.
In our example, to complete the 'Record' row, simply type the

following formulae into the cells shown below and format the
cells as follows:

Cell

Contents

Style

Format

A

=Customer Name
=lnv.No.

Left justified
Centre justified
Centre justified
Right justified

Fixed (0)
Fixed (0)
Currency (2)

E
F

G

=0/D
=Total

Sorting a Report:
A report is sorted to arrange the database entries in a certain
order, such as alphabetical (order) or by date. A sort order
specified in a report stays with that report, until it is physically
changed. The main sort field, in our case, is on the Months
field. We must specify the sort parameters now, as 'Summ' type
rows cannot be used without a breakpoint having been entered.
The Select, Sort Records command will produce a dialogue
box similar to the one below. The selections shown are those
required for our example. To obtain them, type Months in the

1st Field, select an AscendA search and force a break,
<Alt+G>, on this field.
Sort Records

la Field
ZEDIE
1
® Ascend A
0 Descend ft
El Break ft

2nd Field

Ird Field

°ID
0 Ascend C.

0 Descend ft

0 Ascend E
0 Descend F

Break 1

Break J.

1st Letter i
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OK

Cancel

HAP

This will cause the report to split its output every time the value

of the field 'Months' changes. In our case, for neatness. we
have also specified a 2nd Field ascending sort on the 0/D field.

If our database contained many hundreds of records, with
several for each customer, we could also sort, and break, on
the Customer Name field. A summary for each customer would
then be produced.
When the sort dialogue box is accepted, an extra row, 'Summ
Months', is placed in the report definition. Note that a series of
simple formulae is also inserted in this new line. In our case,
most of these are not a lot of use, as can be demonstrated by
looking at the report so far produced.
From the definition screen this can be done by clicking on the
Preview Toolbar icon, while pressing Cancel will return you to
the previous screen. Clear the formulae in columns A to F, with
the Edit, Clear command, but leave that in G which we will use
below.

Completing the Report Definition:
Insert two more 'Summ Months' rows, and enter the following
formulae in the middle row cells, with the formats and styles
shown.

Cell

Contents

Style

Format

A

=Months

General
General
Right justified
General
Centre justified
Centre justified
General

Fixed (0)

B

C
D
E

F

G

+Months+1
" Months Overdue
=COUNT('O/D')
=AVG('O/D')
=SUM(Total)

Fixed (0)
Fixed (0)
Fixed (0)
Currency (2)

When you have completed this row, copy horizontal lines, as
described previously, and place them both above and below it.
Our report definition is almost complete now, only the
'Summary' rows remain to be done. If you have worked your

way to this stage, entering these rows on your own should
present no problems.

Insert two more 'Summary' type rows. Leave the top one
blank, place a line in the bottom one, and type the following in
the remaining two rows:
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Cell Contents

Style

A

Row 16
Overall Totals

Left justified

Row 17
E
=COUNT(O/D)
F
=AVG(O/D)
=SUM(Total)
G

Centre justified
Centre justified
Right justified

Format

Fixed (0)
Fixed (0)
Currency (2)

Applying a Query:
For a report to show the correct records, the database must first
be searched using the required retrieval criteria, as was
described in the previous chapter.
In our case, the report should include all the invoices which
have not been settled. Cnoose the View, Query command, or

click the Query icon, type a zero in the Paid field, and press
<Enter>. The correct records should now be active. Use the List
icon to check that the Query has worked.

Printing a Report:
Printing a report is similar to printing a word processor

document, except that the facility to force column page breaks
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is included, as is the case with spreadsheets. From the Report

screen choose File, Page Setup & Margins and make sure
your page is set Jp with 1" margins, and select Print Preview to
see what your reoort will look like on paper. It should be similar
to the screen dump shown on the previous page. 'ress P to
start printing,
screen.

or Cancel to return to the Report definition

Our report definition is now complete. It probably took several
hours to build, but an instant report can now be generated from
it, no matter how big the database gets. Also you should by now
be able to tackle any reports of your own design.

Form Letters
We are now in a position to use the mail merge capability of
Works for Windows to create customised 'form letters', which
make use of information stored in a database. As an example of

this, you could create the following simple database which

contains the personal details of our potential customers. Save it
as ADDRESS.WDB.

F., c.....[Eici 0 MEI 011.31E1
.

s.

Eno

Edit

fielect

Runic options

,,.

viliiilliMiraill!yiTtoiow

s

orzl

oraL-15-.1

X2 55' Yr1 00'

a
a

A_Plo R 1_5_ 5 FILE
Surname

$.

TItle

Naas

Pcmt 'no
Company
Addre.cs1

Addrmrs2
Address. 3

Country
Appel! Lot lux

Spec:lel lull lun

iikififilI F-----

j

CI

Press ALT for commends type ted Iollowed by to create held.

Pgl

12

D)

Now type the leter shown on the next page, using the word
processor. Note the way the various field names are enclosed
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by angled brackets. These 'field name markers' cannot be just
typed in place. Move the cursor to where you want a field name
marker and choose the Insert, Database Field command. In
the Databases box select the file name of the database to use,
in our case ADDRESS.WDB. In the Fields box select the field
name you want and press <Enter>. Works for Windows will
place the field name in the document. When the letter is
completed save the document as LETTER.WPS.
Note the field 'Appellation' which could be 'Sir', if you cidn't
know the name of the recipient, 'Mr Brown', if you did or 'John',
if he was a friend of yours.
rE1=1r1111:1=111.111_1_Window
-1\
select
Feet Heivet.c.

Forma)

Fr:i, VIE mai

TEL] ono
12

14

13

.

15

16

t

(Titles Name Surname

Position

Company
tAddressl
eAddress2.

Address3.

Country.
Iongdate
Dear Appellationk
We would like to bring to your attention our wonderful new modular courses

from which, we believe, some of your staff may benefit. A copy of our
spectacular new prospectus is attached. and we await your comments.
Yours Sincerely,

Course Director
0) I
l:ress ALT lo choose commends

Pi lit

The field 'Specialisation' is included so that your form letters are
only sent to relevant people. You would L se information in this
field in a Query to select records.

Printing Form Letters:
Works for Windows will print one copy of the letter for each
record displayed in the catabase, assumi-ig of course that you
have entered some reccrds. Before continuing make sure the
database has been searched and sorted -.o display the records
you need.
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Open both the database file and the file holding the form letter.
In our case ADDRESS.WDB and LETTER.WPS. From the word

processor file, make sure your printer

is set up correctly,
choose File, Print Form Letters, select the database to use in
the database box and press Preview to check what will be

printed. When you are ready select Print twice and finally
complete the usual Print dialogue box for Number of copies,
etc. Obviously if you don't want to actually print the letters you
would press Cancel.
That is all there is to it. As long as your printer does not run
out of paper, Works for Windows will print as many letters as
there are records selected. To stop the operation press <Esc>.

This procedure is not, of course, restricted to producing
letters. It can be used for any word processed document which
extracts information from a database.
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9. OTHER PROGRAM FEATURES
There are two more features included in the Works for Windows
package that need some coverage. These are WorksWizards

and templates, both of which are des gned to make the
program more useful and easier to use.

WorksWizards
With WorksWizards, which are new to the Windows version of
Microsoft Works, you get step-by-step assistance in creating
particular types of documents. There are WorksWizards se: up

for creating an address book database, personalised form
letters and mailing labels. WorksWizards are produced by
Microsoft and cannot be 'home made'; presumably they will
offer additions to the range in the future.

To start a WorksWizard use the File, Create
New File and click the WorksWizards button
shown here. This opens a box offering you the
choice of three WorksWizards.

Address Books - Lets you automatically create one of three
simple address book type databases.
Form Letters - Lets you create individualised letters to all of
the people selected from an address book database. This is
similar to the example at the end of the last chapter

Mailing Labels - Allows you to print nailing labels, of any
size, using address information from a previously produced
address book database.

As an Address Book database is required by the other options it
would make sense to select this option first. Pressing the Hint
button on the next
Choose the, button
to see halt crilocnetion
Yee thos

Disreees the
Ice instruction
30111

V
Exit

I

A
Patents you to rove
you work and closes
the We sWczatd

"it

Bock

screen will show these
instructions on how to
operate

the

screen

buttons throughout the

Next

A

process.

Doplays the poevcous

Press the Next button

in.huo hoc box

work through
various screens.
to

enstoschon box
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the

Select one of the three types of Address Books to create and,
either accept, or modify, the field options offered to you. When

all the fields required have been chosen,
press the Create Address Book button and

-111
Ara.
One Minute Please
The WorksWizard
is creating your
address book.

sit back for a few minutes.

WorksWizard goes into 'automatic mode'
and with much flashing of screens builds up
your database. In fact an in-built macro
comes into operation, which is quite fun to
watch. Throughout the whole process the
very attractive message window, shown
alongside, is displayed.

The last screen, shown below, shows the
Form view of your new database half covered by another large
message window.
rile Edit Select
Fast Timm Mew Roman

Formal

Chilton'

0,0E1 GIG

The fields you have chosen have
been inserted onto your address book

Title
First Name

Alter you Burt this WorksWizerd.
you can change the look of the form
In the way that works jest for you

Initial
Last Name.

For watructtont en oolong held,. open the
document named Fir IDS WFS m tie
deectoty where Works ta located

Position
Company:

Would you like to tend out some of the
other things you can do with the
address book and ge some tips for
entering inlormntion?

Address.

Address2:

coy
St at efPr ovmce

(7) 1 Yes

Postal Code
Phone

iirdir144 I
\T:ress ALT for commands lyoe text followed by

crea

Select Yes to co to several screens of information about
entering data in:o the address book, or No to leave the
WorksWizard and get access to the new database.

You must agree that this is an easy way to create a new
database, which even offers a degree of customisation along

the way.
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We strongly recommend you experiment with these aJtomated
procedures. They can often produce the results you want in a
very short time. We have not spent much time explaining them,
or covered them earlier in the book, for two reasons:
They are very user friendly and almost anyone should be
able to work through them without tco many problems.

1.

2. We feel strongly hat you will become more proficient
with the Works for Windows program, as a whole, if you
build your own applications.

Templates
A Template is a document 'blank' which can contain t tles, text,
formatting and other features, which do not change between

documents of the same type. You can open a Template,
rename it and then adapt it to whatever you need.

We will step through an example of how to use a Template.
Select File, Create New File, select Word Processor and :ype
a letter heading, similar to the one below, but with your own
details, instead of the imaginary ones shown. We will use this
as the basis for a Template.

:\
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Ldit

Select

Format

Optic ns

I=11===g

vest Ff.me. NeTs, R
1

B

Insert

MEI

Window

10110

'I

tidy

CIL] 11111

F

14

13
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Fin Tree Cottage
Wood Lane
I aunreston
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'date'
Type address here

Dear Sin,
Type body of !oiler here

Yours sineervly,

P.RM. Oliver

Pg 1r

\Pzess ALT to choose commends
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.67

4

When you are happy with the
As command and select WP document choose the File, Save
Type box, as shown below. Template from the Save File as

1
Microsoft Works
ILETTER2.WPSI
Formal Options Insert
Window Help

Elle Edit Select
Fent Tines New Roman

El DO CIISIEI 101EICED COM

F;fa
quileumonommimosanswomin
Nonsolso
Elm Tree Cottage
File Name

anticlines

Ron

%rorks

11111311

Type adders

Dear Sirs,
7YP4' body o

Save File es Doe

I

A

Driyea

WP Template

Yours since

ite'

Cancel

Hale

wall

HIF

WoidPeited 5 0
Ni/odPerfect 5 I

p.Rm Olive mom Is. Windows

I

'Wad log Windows 2

Saves aceve Me on disk writ) new name
Pg 1/1

4

Whenever you open a new word

processor file, from now on,
you will not get an empty
screen, but your letter heading
template will be
opened. You can then modify it,
save it, print it,

or whatever.
1:1

Works Settings

-Units

iUe I °depletes let

0 Inches

-

El Weed Processor

0 [cremated

OK

El Spreadsheet

o Na

0 aelebase

o Peed.
Pod
C) COM1

iel Type
C) Tone

0 COMZ

0 Pulse

When stetting Woilk
Ej Use laved vioikspace
El Sheer Sheila, dialog

El Shoe Stele. lie.

1

1

When the Template
was created Works for
Windows elected to
Use Templates for the
Word Processor in the
Options,
Works
Settings dialogue box
shown here. While this

setting remains the
Template will always
be opened. To cancel
this, simply remove the setting
prove very useful for making in this box. This facility should
Templates not only from your
documents, but from spreadsheets
and databases also.
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Sample Files:
The Works for Windows package should have installed a large

number of sample files on your hard disc during the Setup
process. About 10 should be in the \msworks directory, with
the program files, and you will find more in its suddirectory
msworks.cbt.
All of these files can be opened in the usual way with the File,
Open Existing File command. Some you might find to be very
useful, and worth customising for your own needs; whe-eas
some are probably only worth deleting.
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Works for Windows has more commands and functions which
can be used to build and run your applications in special ways.
What this book has tried to do is to introduce you to the overall
subject and give you a solid foundation on which to build your
future knowledge.
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APPENDIX A
FUNCTIONS
Microsoft Work's =functions are built-in formulae that perform
specialised calculations in both spreadsheets and databases.
Their general format is:
=name(arg1,arg2,...)
where 'name' is the function name, and 'argl, 'arg2', etc., are

the arguments required for the evaluation of the function.
Arguments must appear in a parenthesised list as shown above

and their exact number depends on the function being used.

However, there are seven functions that do not require
arguments and are used with empty parentheses. These are:
=ERR( ), =FALSE( ), =NA( ), =NOW( ), =PI( ), =RAND( ) and
=TRUE( ).

There are two types of arguments used with =functions:
numeric values and range values, the type used being
dependent on the type of function. Numeric value arguments
can be entered either directly as numbers, as a cell address, a
cell range name or as a formula. Range value arguments can
be entered either as a range address or a range name.
When used in a database, functions apply only to the fields in
the same record of the database.

Types of Functions

There are several types of functions, such as mathematical,
logical, financial, statistical, date, time and special. Each type
requires their own number and type of arguments. These are
listed below under the various function categories.

Mathematical Functions:
Mathematical

functions evaluate

a

result

using

numeric

arguments. The various functions and their meaning are as
follows:

Function

Description

=ABS(X)
=ACOS(X)

Returns the absolute value of X
Returns the angle in radians, whose
cosine is X (arc cos of X)
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=ASIN(X)
=ATAN (X)

=ATAN2(X,Y)

=COS(X)
=EXP(X)
=INT(X)
=LN(X)

=LOG(X)
=MOD(X,Y)
=P1()
=RAND( )
=ROUND(X,N)
=SIN(X)

=SORT(X)
=TAN(X)

Returns the angle in radians, whose
sine is X (arc sin of X)
Returns the angle (radians), between
n/2 and -7c12, whose tangent is X
(arc tan of X -2 quadrant)
Returns the angle (radians), between
TC and -it whose tangent is Y/X (arc
tan of Y/X -4 quadrant)

Returns the cosine of angle X, (X

must be in radians)
Raises e to the power of X
Returns the integer part of X
Returns the natural logarithm (base
e) of X
Returns the logarithm (base 10) of X
Returns the remainder of X/Y
Returns the value of TC (3.141593)
Returns a random number between 0
and 1, but excluding 1
Returns the value of X rounded to N
places

Returns the sine of angle X (X must

be in radians)
Returns the square root of X

Returns the tangent of angle X (X
must be in radians).

Logical Functions:
Logical functions produce a value based on the result
of a

conditional statement, using numeric arguments. The
various
functions and their meanings are as follows:

Function
=FALSE( )
=IF(Cr,X,Y)
=ISERR(X)
=ISNA(X)

=TRUE( )

Description
Returns the logical value 0

Returns the value X if Cr is TRUE

and Y if Cr is FALSE
Returns 1 (TRUE) if X contains ERR,
else returns 0 (FALSE)
Returns 1 (TRUE) if X contains N/A,
else returns 0 (FALSE)
Returns the logical value 1.
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Financial Functions:
Financial functions evaluate loans, annuities, and cash flows
over a period of time, using numeric arguments. The various
functions and their meaning are as follows:

Function
-CTERM(Rt,Fv,Pv)

Description
Returns the number of compounding
periods for an investment of present

value Pv, to grow to a future value
=IDDB(Ct,Sg,Lf,Pd)

Fv, at a fixed interest rate Rt
double -declining
the
Returns

depreciation allowance of an asset,
given the original cost Ct, predicted
salvage value Sg, the life Lf of the
asset, and the period Pd

=FV(Pt,Rt,Tm)

Returns the future value o' a series
of equal payments, each of equal
amount

=IRR(Gs.Rg)

Pt,

earning

a

periodic

interest rate Rt, over a number of
payment periods in term Tm
Returns the internal rate of return of

the series of cash flows in a range
based on the approximate
percentage guess Gs of the IRR
Rg,

=NPV(Rt,Rg)

Returns the present value of the
series of future cash flows in range
Rg, discounted at a periodic interest
rate Rt

=PMT(PI,Rt,Tm)

=PV(Pt,Rt,Tm)

=RATE(Fv,Pv,Tm)

Returns the amount of the per odic
payment needed to pay off the
principal PI, at a periodic interest rate
Rt, over the number of payment
periods in term Tm
Returns the present value of a series

of equal payments, each of Equal
amount Pt, discounted at a periodic
interest rate Rt, over a number of
payment periods in term Tn
Returns the periodic interest rate
necessary for a present value Pv to

grow to a future value Fv, ove- the
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number of

=SLN(Ct,Sg,Lf)

=SYD(Ct,Sg,Lf,Pd)

=TERM(Pt,Rt,Fv)

compounding periods in
term Tm
Returns the straight-line
allowance of an asset fordepreciation
given the original cost one period,
Ct, predicted
salvage value Sg, and the
life Lf of
the asset

Returns the

sum -of -the -years'
digits
depreciation allowance of
an asset,
given the original cost
Ct, predicted
salvage value Sg, the life
Lf of the
asset, and the period Pd

Returns the

number of
periods of an investment, payment
amount of each paymentgiven the
Pt, the
periodic interest rate
Rt,
and
the
future value of the
investment Fv.

Statistical Functions:
Statistical functions
arguments or cell evaluate lists of values using numeric
ranges. The various functions
meaning are as follows:
and their

Function
=AVG(RgO,Rg1,..)
=COUNT(RgO,Rg1,..)
=MAX(RgO,Rg1,..)

=MIN(RgO,Rgl,..)
=STD(RgO,Rg1,..)
=SUM(RgO,Rg1,..)
=VAR(RgO,Rg1,..)

Description
Returns the average of values
in
range(s) RgO, Rg1,...
Returns the number of

non -blank
entries in range(s)
RgO, Rg1,..
Returns the
maximum value in
range(s) RgO, Rg1,..
Returns the
minimum value in
range(s) RgO, Rg1,..
Returns the standard
values in range(s) RgO, deviation of
Rg1,..
Returns the sum
of values in
range(s) RgO, Rg1,..

Returns the variance of
values in

range(s) RgO, Rg1,..
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Date and Time Functions:
Date and time functions generate and use serial numbers to
represent dates and times. Each date between 1 January, 1900

and 31 December 2099 has an integer serial number staring
with 1 and ending with 73050. Each moment during a day has a

decimal serial number starting with 0.000 at midright and
ending with 0.99999 just before the following midnight. Thus the

value 0.5 indicates midday. The various functions and heir
meanings are as follows:

Function

Description

=DATE(Yr,Mh,Dy)

the
Returns
Yr,Mh,Dy

=DAY(Dn)

Returns the day number of date

date

number

of

number Dn
=HOUR(Tn)

Returns the hcur number of time
number Tn

=MINUTE(Tn)

Returns the minute number of time
number Tn

=MONTH(Dn)

Returns the mcnth number of date
number Dn

=NOW( )

Returns the serial number for the
current date and time

=SECOND(Tn)

=TIME(Hr,Ms,Ss)
=YEAR(Dn)

Returns the second number of :ime
number Tn
Returns the time number of Hr,Ms,Ss

Returns the year number of date
number Dn.

Special Functions:
Special functions perform a variety of advanced tasks, suci as
looking up a value in a table. The various functions and :heir
meaning are as follows:

Description
Function
=CHOOSE(X,V0,..,Vn) Returns the Xth value

in

the list

VO,..,Vn

=COLS(Rg)

Returns the number of columns in

=ERR( )

the range Rg
Returns the value of ERR
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=HLOOKUP(X,Rg,Rn) Performs a horizontal table look -up
by comparing the value X to each
cell in the top row, or index row, in

range Rg, then moves down the
=INDEX(Rg,Cn,Rw)
=NA( )
=ROWS(Rg)

column in which a match is found by
the specified row number Rn
Returns the value of the cell in range
at the intersection of column Cn and
row Rw
Returns the numeric value of N/A
Returns the number of rows in range
Rg

=VLOOKUP(X,Rg,Cn) Performs a vertical table look -up by
comparing the value X to each cell in
the first column, or index column, in

range Rg, then moves across the

row in which a match is found by the
specified column number Cn.
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APPENDIX B

QUICK KEY COMBINATIONS

Navigation Keys
Moving Between Windows:
To switch to

Press

Next pane
Next document window
Previous pane
Previous document window
Next application window
Previous application window
The Task List
Close the active document window
Close the active application

F6

Ctrl+F6
Shift+F6
Ctrl+Shift+F6
Alt+Tab
Shift+Alt+Esc
Ctrl+Esc
Ctrl+F4
Alt+F4

Moving in a Dialogue Box:
You can also choose a dialogue box option by pressing the Alt
key and the underlined letter in the option name.
To

Press

Move forward through options
Move backward through options
Open a list box
Confirm an option or carry it out
Cancel changes and close

Tab
Shift+Tab

Moving in a Document:
To move

Enter
Esc

Press

To a bookmark
To next bookmark
To the beginning of line
To the end of line
To the beginning of document
To the end of document
Up one line
Down one line
To the previous paragraph
To the next paragraph
Left one character
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F5

Shift+F5
Home
End
Ctrl+Home
Ctrl+End

Ctrl+T (WP only)
Ctrl+.t (WP only)

Right one character
To the previous word
To the next word
To the top of document window
To the bottom of document window

Ctrl+<- (WP only)
Ctrl+-> (WP only)
Ctrl+PgUp
Ctrl+PgDn

To scroll

Press

Up one window
Down one window

PgUp
PgDn

Moving in a Spreadsheet:
To move
To the next named range
To the previous cell in range
To the next cell in a range
To the beginning of row
To the end of row
To the beginning of spreadsheet
To the end of spreadsheet
Up one cell
Down one cell
Left one cell
Right one cell
Up to the first or last cell of a range
Down to the first or last cell of a range
Left to the first or last cell of a range
Right to the first or last cell of a range

To scroll

Press
Shift+F5
Shift+Enter
Enter
Home
End

Ctrl+Home
Ctrl+End

or Shift+Tab
or Tab
Ctrl+T

Ctrl+i
Ctr1+4--

Ctrl+--)

Press

Up one window
Down one window
Left one window
Right one window

PgUp
PgDn
Ctrl+PgUp
Ctrl+PgDn

Moving in a Database or Report:
To move
Left through the database or report
Right through the database or report
To previous unlocked field
To next unlocked field
To the beginning of database
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Press
--*

Sh.ft+Tab
Tao
Ctrl+Home

To the end of database
Up one field
Down one field
Up to the top or previous record
Down to the last or next record

Ctrl+End

To move in list view

Press

To the beginning of a record
To the end of record
Left to the first field
Right to the last field

Home

Ctrl+T

Ctrl+I

End

Ctrl+Ctrl+->

To move in form view

Press

To the left margin of a fcrm
To the right margin of a form
To the previous record
To the next record
Up one page
Down one page

Home
End
Ctrl+PgUp
Ctrl+PgDn
PgUp
PgDn

To scroll in list view

Press

Up one window
Down one window
Right one window
Left one window

PgUp
PgDn
Ctrl+PgDn
Ctrl+PgUp

To scroll in form view

Press

Horizontally one window to left
Horizontally one window to right

Highlighting Keys
Highlighting in the Word Processor:
To

Press

Extend a selection
Quit extending
Collapse a selection

F8
Esc

Shift+F8

To highlight

Press

A word
A sentence
A paragraph
A document

F8 twice
F8 three times
F8 four times
F8 five times
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The previous character
The next character
The previous word
The next word
To the beginning of line
To the end of line
To the beginning of document
To the end of document
To the previous line
To the next line
To the previous paragraph
To the next paragraph
To the previous window
To the next window
To the top of the window
To the bottom of the window

Shift+4Shift+->
Ctrl+Shift+<Ctrl+Shift+->
Shift+Home
Shift+End
Ctrl+Shift+Home
Ctrl+Shift+End
Shift+T
Shift+1
Ctrl+Shift+T
Ctrl+Shift+1
Shift+PgUp
Shift+PgDn
Ctrl+Shift+PgUp
Ctrl+Shift+PgDn

Highlighting in the Spreadsheet:
A cell is highlighted by moving to that cell; a border around the
cell shows it is highlighted.

To highlight
A row
A column
An entire spreadsheet
Left one cell
Left to the first or last cell of a range
Right one cell
Right to the first or last cell of a range
Down one cell
Up one cell
Down to the first or last cell of a range
Up to the first or last cell of a range
To the beginning of row
To the end of row
To the beginning of spreadsheet
To the end of spreadsheet
Up one window
Down one window
Left one window
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Press
Ctrl+F8
Shift+F8
Ctrl+Shlft+F8
Shift+4Ctrl+Shift+<Shift+->

Ctrl+Shift+-)
Shift+1
Shift+T
Ctrl+Shift+1
Ctrl+Shift+T
Shift+Home
Shift+End
Ctrl+Shift+Home
Ctrl+Shift+End
Shift+PgUp
Shift+PgDn
Ctrl+Shift+PgUp

Ctrl+Shift+PgDn

Right one window
Cancel a selection

Esc

Highlighting in the Database:
To highlight
A record (List view)
A field (List view)
An entire database (List view)
Left one field
Right one field
A record, to the first field entry
A record, to the last field entry
Down one field
Up one field
A field, down to the last record
A field, up to the first record
To the beginning of record
To the end of record
To the beginning of database
To the end of database
Up one window (List view)
Down one window (List view)
Left one window (List view)
Right one window (List view)
Cancel a selection

Press
Ctrl+F8
Shift+F8
Ctrl+Shift+F8
Shift+<Shift+->
Ctrl+Shift+<Ctrl+Shift+->
Shift+1
Shift+T
Ctrl+Shift+1
Ctrl+Shift+T
Shift+Home
Shift+End
Ctrl+Shift+Home
Ctrl+Shift+End
Shift+PgUp
Shift+PgDn
Ctrl+Shift+PgUp
Ctrl+Shift+PgDn
Esc

Editing Keys
Changing Document Information:
To
Copy selection
Paste selection
Cut selection
Delete selection
Undo changes in the Word Processor
Repeat search
Edit cell
Copy the values of above cell
Paginate document
Calculate spreadsheet
Go To
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Press
Ctrl+C
Ctrl+V
Ctrl+X
Del or Backspace
Alt+Backspace
F7
F2

Ctr1+' (single quote)
F9
F9
F5

Changing Appearance of Text or Cells:
To
Make text bold
Make text italic
Make text subscript
Make text superscript
Underline text
Remove all fort styles
Repeat format

Press
Ctrl+B
Ctrl+l
Ctrl+=
Ctrl+Shift+'+'
Ctrl+U
Ctrl+Spacebar
Shift+F7

To change cells/fields to

Comma format
Currency format
Percent format

Inserting Information:
To insert

Press
Ctrl+, (comma)
Ctr.+4
Ctri+5
Press

A tab stop
A new paragraph
A page break
The current dare
The current time

Tab
Enter

Ctr+Enter
Ctr'+;
Ctrl+Shift+;

Word Processor only
An optional hyphen
A nonbreaking hyphen
A nonbreaking space

Ctr1+-

Ctrl+Shift+Ctrl+Shitt+Space
Word Processor and Database form view only
An end -of -line mark
Shift+Enter
Spreadsheet only
Create Autosum total
Ctrl+M

Formatting Paragraphs:
To

Single space lines
Double space Ines
Space lines 1.5 lines apart
Reduce space before paragraph
Add space before paragraph
Centre text
Justify text
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Press
Ctr1+1

CtrI+2
Ctr1+5

Ctri+0 (zero)
Ctr1+0 (letter 0)
Ctrl+E
Ctrl+J

Left align text
Right align text
Remove paragraph styles
Add hanging indent
Undo hanging indent
Add nested indent
Undo nested indent

Ctrl+L
Ctrl+R
Ctrl+Q
Ctrl+H
CtrI+G
Ctrl+N
Ctrl+M

Working in the Formula Bar:
These shortcuts can be used in the formula bar of Database,
Reporting, or Spreadsheet tools.
To

Activate and clear the formula bar
Confirm information in a cell or field
Confirm information in a range of cells
Change information in a cell or field
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Press
Backspace, or Del
Enter
Ctrl+Enter
F2

INDEX
Absolute addressing
Active
cell

window
Address book
Alignment
box
cell
Autosum

82
62
12

129

AVG function

38
65
72
73

Backspace key
Bar chart

26
86

Bold
Borders

Bookmark
Breakfield
Buttons

22, 33
40, 64
31

124
22

Caret (^) character

50

Cell
address
alignment

61

Column
insert
widths
Command button
Control
box
panel
Copy
cells
text
Copyright
Count (words)
Create
drawing
new file
Currency format
Cursor
Custom tabs
Cut (text)

65

box
spelling

Clear cells
Closing a window

8
51

73
13
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8
11

20
72

27
1

53
59
12, 61

66
24
45
29

97
Database
98
create
102
editing
101
entry form
97
field
110
FIND command
form view
97, 100
104
formulae
list view
97
printing
115
query
97, 110
record
97
116
report
99
screens
110
searching
sorting
106
122
statistical operators
113
Toolbar

Data -files

64, 105
formatting
Centre
tabs
45
33, 38
justify
Change
active window
13
17
drive/directory
Character enhancement .. 32
86
Chart
font and size
92
grid lines
93
titles
92
Check

79
66, 80, 101

Date
arithmetic
codes

107
43
109
105

Erase data
Exiting Works
Exploded pie chart
EXT message

current
format
formulae
33 Fl key (Help)
functions
107, 139 F2 key (Edit)
number
107 F5 key (Go To)
reset
109
F8 key (Select)
Date and time functions ..139 F9 key
Decimal tabs
45
(Calculate)
Default file type
69
(Paginate)
Defining a report
120 F10 key (View)
Delete key
26 Field
Deleting
Field box
cells (Clear)
73 File
text
29
Exit command
Dialogue box
7
extensions
Document editing
25
management
Double spaced text
23
open
Draft printing
43
Print
Draw tool
57
retrieve
Save As
Edit
Save
Clear command
73
types
Copy command
27, 79 Fill Down
Cut command
29 Financial functions
document
25
Find
entry form
102
text
Fill Down command .... 72
command
Paste command
72, 79 Fonts
Undo command
30 Footer margin
Editing keys
145 Footers
End mark
24 Footnotes
Enhancement
Form
character
32
letters
text
45
screen
Enter button
62 Format commands
Entering
Border
data
63, 104
currency
text
24
font
150

73
20, 69
95
27
7

64, 74, 81
31, 63
26, 121

74
31

74
97
8

20, 69
13
16

18, 77
43, 75
18, 69
18, 33, 71

17, 68
18

72
137
49
110

34, 65
43
46
48
97
126, 129
100

64
66
34, 70

Picture
56
rows
79
1
Installing Works
Integrated package ... 1, 21
Italics
23, 33, 70

Picture
54
45
tab settings
Time/Date
105
62, 147
Formula bar
Formulae
70, 104, 122
Freehand drawing
59
Freezing titles
80
71, 116
Functions
139
Date and Time
137
Financial
136
Logical
135
Mathematical
139
Special
138
Statistical

Gallery command
Go To command
Graph types
Graphic insert
Hanging indents
Hard disc
Headers
Header margins
Help
Hide (field)

Highlighting keystrokes
Database
Spreadsheet
Word processor
Hi -Lo -Close chart

Home key
Icons
IF function
Indenting text
Insert
blank line
columns
keystrokes
mode

Justification

33,38

60

Layered drawings
Learning (Tutorials)

19

Left

justify
tabs
Line chart
Line drawing
List

86
31, 63
86
56

34, 38
43
86, 89
64

box
screen
Locking fields
Logical
functions

39

operators

1

46
43
7, 100

103
145
144
143
86
62

22
108
38
26
79
146
26

8

99
105
136

108, 112

127
Mail merge
5
Main menu
16
Managing files
12
Manipulating windows
30
Manual page break mark
Mathematical functions .. 135
Maximise
11
button
15
window
5
Menu bar
55
Microsoft Draw
11
Minimise box
95
Mixed chart types
6
Mouse operation
Moving
142
around database
141
around dialogue box
around document . 25, 141

151

.

around form
104
around spreadsheet ... 142
text
29
window
14
Multiple windows
12, 84

mark
37
Paste command
72
Paste Special command
88
Picture
box
54
insert
56
Navigation
31, 62 Pie chart
86,
94
Nested indents
39
Point size
34
New (file)
9
Preview
44,
75
Non -breaking
Print
hyphen
28
area
76
space
28
chart
93
Non-contiguous range .... 81
database
115
Notes
53
document
41
form letters
127
OLE (Object linking)
55
Preview
23, 44, 75
On-line help
7
worksheet
74
On-line tutorial
19
Printer port
41
Open file
77 Printer set-up
41
Option box
8 Protect data
105
Options
Check spelling
51
Query
110, 125
Protect data
105 Quick key comb's 28,
73, 141
Thesaurus
52 Quit program
20, 69
Overstrike mode
26
Record
97
Page
Reference marks
48
break
30 Relative addressing
82
length
44 Repagination
31
margin
44 Replacing text
29,
49
mark
24 Report
numbers
48
create
116
Setup
43
definition
120
width
44
icon
117
Paginate
31
formulae
122
Paper size
43
line types
119
Paragraph
name
120
borders
40
print
125
definition
37
query
125
format
33, 37, 146
sort
123
headers
46
title
120
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Restore buttons
Retrieving a file
Right
justify
tabs
Row
insert
Ruler

Sample files
Save
As

charts
file
worksheet
Scroll
bar
box
Search
criteria
database
for text
Select All
Selected cell
Selecting text
Set date & time
Setting print area
Settings
Setup program
Show
all characters
ruler
Single spaced text
Sort
database
report
Special
codes
characters
functions
Spell checker

11

18, 69

33, 38
38
61

79
23, 40
133
18
91

17

68
12
12
111

110
49
76
10

26
109
76
7
1

37
23
23
106
123

48
33, 50
139
51

Split bar
Spreadsheet
alignment
Autosum
cell addressing
editing
formulae
functions
labels
print
Quick keys
save
Toolbar
Stacked
bar chart
line chart
Standard headers
Starting program
Statistical
functions
operators
Status bar
SUM function
Synonym
Tab
leaders
settings
Templates
Text
box
copy
delete
emboldening
enhancement
justification
move
select
underline
Thesaurus
Tile windows

153

10, 15, 84

65
72
61

72
70
71

63
74
73
68
77
86

86
46
4

138
122
12
71

52

46
45
131

8

27
29
22, 33
33, 45
33
29
26

23, 33
52
16

Time format
Title
bar
freeze
Toolbar
charting
database
draw
spreadsheet
word processor
Tour of program
Tutorial
Two Y-axes
Type of file
Underline
Undo command

WCM extension
WDB extension
Welcome screen
White space
Wild card
Window
active
arrange
close
maximise
move
size
split
WKS extension

Word processor
Word
count
meaning
wrap
Works
database
draw
exiting

105
11

80
11

90
113
57
77
22
3
19

96
18

23, 33
30
13

13, 99
3

50
51

12

12, 84
13
15
14
14

15, 84
13, 68
21

53
52
24

97
55
20
154

graphs
sample files
screen
settings
spreadsheet
starting
templates
tour of
tutorial
Wizards
word processor
Worksheet charts
WorksWizards
WPS extension
X -Y chart

85
133
9
7
61

4
131
3

19
5, 129
21

85
129
13, 25

86

NOTES

Y'

COMPANION DISC TO THIS BOOK
This book contains many pages of file/program listings. There is

no reason why you should spend hours typing them into your
computer, unless you wish to do so, or need the practice.
The COMPANION DISC for this book comes with all the example
listings. It is available in both 3.5 -inch and 5.25 -inch formats.

COMPANION DISCS for all books written by the same author(s)

and published by BERNARD BABANI (publishing), are also
available and are listed at the front of this book. Make sure you
specify the BP book number and the book title in your order

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS
To obtain your copy of the companion disc, fill-in the order form
below, enclose a cheque (payable to P.R.M. Oliver) or a postal
order, and send it to the address given below.

Book

Book

No.

Name

Total
Price

Unit
Price

BP 343

£3 50

BP

£50

BP

£3.50

Name
Address

Sub -total

£

P&P

£

oft 45D/disc)

Total Due
Diu Format

3.5 -inch

£

5.25 -inch

Send to: P.R.M. Oliver, CSM, Pool, Redruth, Cornwall, TR15 3SE

PLEASE NOTE

The author(s) are fully responsible for providing this Companion Disc service. The
publishers of this book accept no responsibility for the supply, quality, or magnetic contents
of the disc, or in respect of any damage, or injury that might ae suffered or caused by its use.
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A Concise Introduction to
Microsoft Works for Windows
H If you are a PC user and want to get to grips with Microsoft Works for
Windows, then this book will help you do just that. with the least amount of time
and effort.
1

The book was written with the non -expert user in mind. and las an underlying

structure based on "what you need to know first, appears first". The more
experienced user, however, should also find it useful, and coi. Id start from any
section, as they are designed to be self contained.
1

The book explains: -

How the Works for Windows package fits into the general Microsoft Windows
environment.
How to use the word processor to advantage to type, edit, enhance, print and
save documents.

How to use Microsoft Draw to handle graphics in your documents.

How to build up simple spreadsheet examples, edit them, save them, print
them and retrieve them.
How single, and multiple graphs. of different types can be generated, edited
and printed.
How to set up. sort and search a database management system; and how to
use it to create top quality printed reports.

The book details all Microsoft Works for Windows functions and keyboard
commands so that it is self contained and should prove a handy reference long
after you have mastered the program.
1
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